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aiAYrER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

In modern metrology, the three-Çoordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) is 

an indispensable measuring instrument. The most important role of a 

CMM is to verify the geometry of products and, on the basis of 

measured results, the production proces settings can be adjusted for 

drift or corrected for systematic deviations. Therefore a CMM must in 

principle be an order of magnitude more accurate than a. machine tool. 

Various deviation sourees will affect the measuring accuracy of a CMM 

([VER85]). These deviations were, amongst others, reported by Bambach 

et al. [BAMSO]. A distinction can bemadebetween machine related 

deviation sourees and deviations arising from external sourees 

(Table 1.1). In general the former category of sourees cannot be 

influenced by the user. However, impravement in CMM performance is 

possible by elimination of the systematic part of the geometrical 

deviations using numerical error correction. Deviations caused by the 

environment can be minimised by control of the ambient conditions 

{temperature and vibration). 

To assure a certain quality the measuring accuracy of a CMM must be 

defined in terms of machine specifications. Over the last decade 

institutions and organizations of various nationality have been 

drafting standards for CMM-specifications. However, to date there is 

no uniformity in the existing (inter)national standards. Drafting of 

MACHINE RELATED DEYlATION SOURCES 

Measuring system Prohing system Mach. Coord. system 

- Imperfect behaviour - Imperfect behaviour - Imperfect geometry 

measuring system probe system - finite stiffness 

EXTERNAL DEYJATION SOURCES 

Environment Software Measuring object 

- Thermal variations - Numerical stability - Weight and position 

- Vibrations - Aborting criteria - Youngs modulus 

Table 1.1: The general types of deviation sources, affecting the 

measuring accuracy of a CMM. 
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these standards has usually involved both CMM users and manufacturers, 

and due to their respective differences in interest the standards are 

yet to be fully optlmi~ed. 

A quality control system of a CMM can be divided in two parts, an 

acceptance test at delivery and periadie calibration afterwards. The 

acceptance test conslsts of a complete verification of the machine 

specifications, invalving all possible sourees of deviation, whereas 

periadie calibratlon is an performance test of whether the occurring 

deviations change with time. In order toperfarm both tests two means 

of measurement, measuring instruments and test objects, are available. 

The folrowing sections of this chapter give a general review of all 

possible deviation sources, existing {inter)national standards, means 

of measurement and the current research in this field by other 

laboratories, upto the first of May 1988. 

~ Geometrical deviation sources. 

The three dimensional movements of a CMM are mostly realised by 

straight-line displacements of three carriages perpendicular to each 

other. At the moment ~Is of various design exist. In Fig.l.l the most 

common designs are illustrated. As can be seen from this figure, all 

designs farm a kinematic chain of three carriages. The linking of the 

carriages and the carriages themselves exhibit geometrical deviations, 

these being due to the kinematic degrees of freedom possessed by such 

a system. 

~ Carriages 

Analogous to the six degrees of freedom of a body in space, the 

position of a carriage can be represented by six independent 

parameters [WECBl]. These parameters inevitablely lead to six 

geometrical deviation parameters, which are distinguished into three 

translatlens {linearity, straightness in two directions) and three 

rotations {roll, pitch, yaw). The translational deviations will be 

passed on to the end of the kinematic chain, whereas rotational 

deviations affect this end according to the Abbe principle. 

All the geometrical deviations originate from the imperfect geometry 
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f~ure 1.1: 

V01ious designs of coorcfulo\e 
meolUing mocliin~t 
(A) \xidqe CW, 
(B) ftXed \xirlge 0111, 
(c) goolly Clll.l, 
(D) C-shoped CIIY, 
(E) moW\g loble 

C-shoped Cl.!il, 
(~ suppcrted C -sh~ CIIY, 
(G) coollew:r 0111, 
(H) cdumn CIN. ond 
(i) f11ed cdumn Cllll 
respedively. 

of the carriage, except the linearity deviation which is due to 

deviations in the measuring system. 

The fact that the carriages are not exactly perpendicular to each 

other introduces three more geometrical deviations. This phenomenon is 

described by three out of squareness parameters. In metrology these 

parameters are erroneously termed squareness parameters. 

1.1 . 2 The rotary table or spindle. 

For special measurements, such as objects with a rotational symmetry, 

some CMMs are equipped with a rotary table to simplify the necessary 

measurements. Furthermore, a few CMM designs are available where three 

dimensional movements are realised by two carriages and a spindle. In 

these cases the inaccuracy of the spindie has to be taken into account 

[NEUB4]. Analogous toa carriage the accuracy can bedescribed by six 

deviation parameters. 

Again .all geometrical deviations originate from the imperfect geometry 

of the spindle, except the rotational deviation of the spindie axis 

which is due to deviations of the measuring system. Also, since the 

spindle axis is not exactly perpendicular to the axes of motion of the 

carriages, out of squareness parameters are again introduced. 
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1.1.3 Numerical error correction. 

In the case of a CMM consisting of three carriages, in total twenty 

.one geometrical deviations affect the volumetrie measuring inaccuracy. 

These are, per carriage three translation and three rotation 

deviations, and for the linking of the carriages three out of 

squareness deviations. Therefore the volumetrie measuring deviation of 

a CMM, occurring at a certain point in its measuring volume, is a 

combination of the twenty one geometrical deviations at this 

particular point. According. to [VDR77] the measuring deviation wi th 

respect to lts reproducibility .can be divided into a systema.tic, a 

reversing and a random part. Lately, several methods have been 

developed to correct the systematic parts of the geometrical 

deviations. 

A possible method was described by Ertl and Lenz [ERT77]. In order to 

eliminate the systematic part, a three dimensional lattice of points 

was formed in the measuring volume of the CMM. For each point the 

systematic parts of the measuring deviations in three axis directions 

were determined statistically using ten measurements per direction. A 

numerical error correction program was developed, and was added to the 

software module of the CMM as an additional subroutine. The deviations 

of intermediate points in the lattice were calculated by means of 

linear interpolation. 

Another approach for numerical geometrical error correction [BUSBS] 

was made by the Physikalische-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). A 

mathematica! model of the CMM was created to describe the interaction 

of the geometrical deviations on the measuring deviation. It was 

assumed that the components of ;the CMM were rigid bodies and that the 

positioning of a carriage could bedescribed by three translation and 

three rotation deviations as stated in Sect.l.l.l. As these six 

deviations in this assumption are independent of the position of the 

other carriages, but dependent only on the position of the carriage in 

question, then they can be measured seperately for each carriage. 

Altogether eighteen path-dependent deviations plus three out of 

squareness deviations were to be measured. In comparison with the 

method of Ertl and Lenz the number of measurements decreased. Based on 

the mathematica! model and the measurements of the twenty one 
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geometrical deviations, a numerical error correction was applied on a 

gantry type CMM. The effect of this correction was tested by means of 

a calibrated step gauge. The results of these test measurements in two 

diagonals of the xy-plane are illustrated in Fig.l.2. The observed 

measuring deviation for two situations. one with only a linear scale 

correction (Fig.1.2.A), and the other with a complete numerical error 

correction (Fig.l.2.B), .is drawn in the vertical direction. On the one 

hand, the results indicate the strong influence of the geometrical 

deviations of the CMM on its inaccuracy, but on the other hand, they 

show the considerable reduction of the measuring deviation by 

correcting the systematic parts of the geometrical deviations. 

A mathematica! model similar to the one of the PTB was developed by 

Zhang et al. [ZHAS5]. In order to complete their model. a correction 

for temperature was included. This involved correcting for expansion 

of the measuring scales with respect toa reference temperature. 

U Mass forces. 

When a CMM is in operation, carriages with considerable masses are 

being displaced. The related change in excerted mass moments can 

introduce deviations. due to the finite static stiffness of both the 

Z (IMI) Z(~m~) 

400. 

300 300 

200 200 

100 2 100 2 

0 100 200 300 ~00 500 X (IMI) 100 200 300 ~00 500 X [mm] 

A I 0.005 mrn, max.: 0.005-1 mm, mtl.: -0.0099 mrn 8 I Q.005 mm, mo1.: 0.0007 mm, min.: -0.0007 mrn 

Figure 1.2: Length errors of the CMM in the diogonol meosuring lines 1. 2 
of the XZ-plone versus the meosuring positions ([BUS85]): 

(A)- CMM with lineor line scole correction, 
(B) CMM with complete numericol error correction. 
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hearings and machine structure. These mass force deviations will now 

be discussed using two typical examples. 

A gantry type CMM (Fig.l.l.e) is taken as an first example. If the 

shaft is displaced the air film thickness of the two gantry air 

hearings will vary, due to the change in the excerted mass moments. 

Since the air film thicknesses of both hearings vary simultaneously, 

their combined effect on the measuring deviation of the CMM should be 

considered. 

The e-shaped CMM (Fig.l.l .D) will serve as a second example. This 

specific CMM exhibits two defle~tions: (i) a deflection of the column 

due to the variabie moment exerted by the arm on this column, and (ii) 

a deflection of the arm due to the divided load of this arm which has 

a variabie fixing point. 

~ Temperature effects. 

Temperature can affect the measuring accuracy of a CMM in two 

different ways. One is the deviation of the measuring system 

temperature from the reference temperature, the other is the unstable 

temperature profile of the machine structure. The deviations resulting 

from these effects can be limited by centrolling the temperature of 

the environment. 

The length of the measuring scales depends on their temperatures and 

therefore this will inevitablely lead to deviations with respect to 

the reference temperature 20 °e. The deviation (dL) due to the 

expansion of the scale, under the assumption of an uniform measuring 

scale temperature (t ), can be described as: . s 

dL= L .U .(t -20) 
0 5 s ( 1. 1) 

where L is the measured length at 20 °e, and U is the coefficient of 
0 s 

thermal expansion of the rneasuring scale . This equation only states 

the deviation caused by the measuring scale. However, the temperature 

of the measuring object (tb) and its associated expansion should also 

be taken into account. Therefore , the real measured deviation due to 

thermal expansion is given by the difference in expansion: 
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dL= L . (Ub.[tb-20]-U .[t -20]) 
0 s s {1.2) 

where Ub is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the object. If the 

measuring scales do not exhibita uniform temperature the description 

becomes far more complex. 

In general the environment of a CMM exhibits a vertical temperature 

gradient and therefore so does the machine structure . This gradient 

may vary with time, introducing deviations similar to the geometrie 

straightness and rotation deviations. These deviations depend only on 

variations in temperature gradients, not on the geometry of the 

carriage. It could therefore be considered as the temperature 

dependent part of the carriage geometry. Usually a vertical 

temperature gradient exists and therefore the effects should be 

described with respect toa reference temperature gradient , since only 

va riations in gradients are significant in this matter. 

~ Prohing systems. 

To be able to detect measurements, a CMM is equipped with a prohing 

system (PS). In Figs.1.3 and 1.4 the basicprinciplesof detection of 

the current prohing systems are illustrated. In order to c lassify the 

A 

eleclromognelic 
fixing 

probe sl~us 
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Figure 1.3: 

Exomples of mechonicol probe syslems 
ond !heir principles of deleclion: 
(A) !he meosurfig probe syslem (MPS), 

per probing drection only ene 
specific item is mustroled, 

(B) lhe switchng probe S)Slem (SPS). 



loser diode camera 

~lil! 

2___ light souree };? A 8 
Figure 1.4: Examples of optical probe systems and their basic principles of 

detection: (A) laser probe system, (B) tv probe system. 

various systems a scheme of three characteristic features is used 

(Table 1.2). 

One of these features is the principle of detection itself, which can 

be either mechanica! or optical. Another feature, the type of PS, 

leads toa classification into two types : the switching probe system 

(SPS), and the measuring probe system (MPS) respectively. The SPS 

consists of a mechanically controlled switch. At the very moment the 

probe touches a measuring object, the switch generates a trigger 

signal to read the machine measuring scales . Whereas, the MPS measures 

the displacements of the probe at this particular moment. These 

measured displacements are added to the values of the machine 

measuring scales. 

TYPE DETECTION PRINCIPLE 

OF PS Mechanica! optica! 

SPS sw. PS (2.5-3D) ----- ----- opto eye (2D) 

MPS ----- measuring PS (3D) laser PS ( lD) tv PS (1-2D) 

Table 1.2: The prohing systems (PSs) currently in use, and their 

characteristic features: type of PS, principle of 

detection, and dimension of detection (between brackets). 
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The dimension of detection prescribes the number of directions in 

which the prohing system is able to detect a measurement. This 

characteristic feature may vary from one upto three dimensions, 

depending on the system in question. 

In general, the deviations introduced by the imperfect behaviour of 

the PS cannot be neglected with respect to the deviations of the 

various kinematica! components of a CMM ([PFE79]). Therefore, in order 

to complete the modelling of CMMs as a whole, these types of deviation 

must be accounted for. 

~ Dynamic performance. 

The dynamic behaviour of a CMM is important due to the possible 

excitation of certain frequencies of the machine structure. The random 

deviations of a CMM tend to be dominated by these dynamic deviations . 

The frequencies and their damping ratios are determined by both the 

mass and stiffness of the machine parts, type of hearings, type of 

drive system and the machine structure design itself. In this field 

lower natura! frequencies are specifically of interest, since they 

result in the modes with amplitudes that are significant [NIJS7]. 

Environrnental vibrations may excite natura! frequencies of the 

machine. Hence some CMMs are equipped with a passive isolation. 

Also, accelerations of the mobile masses during the operation of a CMM 

might excite natura! frequencies ([SUTS7]). and cause significant 

bending of machine parts due to finite stiffness ([TERB6]). 

~ Deviations introduced by the applied software. 

Mathematica! operations have to be carried out on the measured data 

from the CMM if the required results are to be obtained. This is 

particularly the case for industrial applications since these results 

are generally used to determine conformanee to drawing specifications. 

Geometrie elements such as lines, planes, circles, cylinders etc have 

to be calculated from the measured points on an object. Often the 

number of points exceeds the number strictly necessarily to calculate 

a mathematically exact shape of the element in question, so a "best 

Ci t" metbod must be applied. Futhermore, mathematica! translations and 
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rotations of the machine coordinates should be possible in order to 

align the measuring object in a software sense. 

A variety of so called geometrie programs are currently available to 

execute the necessary calculations. Frequently different kinds of 

algori tluns can bè used in 1 teratlve calculatlons to solve the 

geometrie problem in question. Iiue· to the kind of algori tlun used, the 

numerical instability of the applied algoritluns, and the aborting 

criteria used to stop the iterative calculations, these programs 

posses a certain inaccuracy. Therefore significant deviations, 

compared to the measuring accuracy of the CMM itself, may be 

introduced by the applied software. 

In 1986 the PTB-Braunschweig organized an international comparison of 

several existing software programs [PORB6]. The test procedure 

involved taking simulated data sets for various kind of geometrie 

elements. Consider ing the software programs as "black boxes" , the 

simulated data sets are perceived by the software as originating from 

a measuring machine. The parameters (diameters, angles, etc.) of the 

geometrie elements evaluated by the different software programs were 

compared with those calculated by the PTB's reference software 

(Fig.l.5}. This procedure was choosen since manufacturers of CMM 

Tested 
software 

Reference 
software 

Results 

(PTB) Results 

Figure 1.5: Comparison procedure of the 
software programs ([POR86 ]). 
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software proteet their software for reasons of commercial secrecy. 

Therefore the applied algorithms could not be compared directly. In 

t .otal twelve software programs were tested, the results are 

illustrated in Table 1.3. These results show that the existing 

software is not perfect. Futhermore it is significant that some 

software programs have not been able to evaluate all of the basic 

elements. CMMs equipped with such software can only be used with 

restrictions. One additional piece of information to emerge from this 

project was the fact that the results of the individual software 

programs were given in very different ways. 

DEGREE OF GEOMETRIC ELEMENT 

CONFORMITY LINE Pl..ANE CIRCLE CIR. IN SP ACE CYLINDER CONE 

1 60% 73 % 76 % 56% 52% 27 % 
2 13 % 12 % 7% 19 % 1 % 5% 
3 5% 6% 9% 0% 5% 10 % 
4 5% 9% 0% 0% 9% 25% 

no info 17 % 0% 8% 25% 33 % 33 % 

Table 1.3: Percentage of software programs giving results similar to 

those obtained using the reference software [POR86]. The 

degrees of conformity are the noted differences compared to 

the reference software in linear and angular ranges, 

respectivily: 1 up to 0 . 1 J.Un and 0.1". 6 up to 0.5 J.Un and 

0.5". ~up to 2 J.Un and 2". 1 more than 2 J.Un and 2". 

~ Existing coordinate measuring machine specifications. 

Lately institutions and organizations of various nationality have 

drafted standards for CMM-specifications. Some well known standards in 

order of appearance are drafted by the Çoordinate Measuring Machine 

Manufacturers Association {CMMA. [CMM82]). the Yerein ~utscher 

!ngenieure (VDI. [VDR86]) and the American §9ciety of Mechanica! 

~gineers (ASME, [ASM85]). 
These standards address the performance specification of CMM's by 

defining accuracy values in meaningful terms and supplying practical 

test procedures that will enable the user to check the specified 

accuracy values efficiently. The characteristic test features 
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generally represented in these standards can be divided into four 

parts: {1) environrnental conditfans tests, (2) geometrical deviation 

tests, (3) length measuring repeatability, and (4) lD- {axial), 2D

and 3D- (volumetrie) length measuring accuracy tests . 

In order to pass the acceptance test a CMM has to fulfil these test 

features within certain specifications stated in the standard. 

However, the current ambiguity of standards for CMM specifications 

makes comparative evaluations of performance characteristics very 

difficul t. 

~ Means and procedures of measurement. 

So far all possible deviation sourees have been discussed in 

theoretica! terms. Another aspect is the empirica! determination of 

these deviations. For this task two approaches are currently 

available, using either measuring instruments or so called test 

objects. An advantage of the farmer methad is the possibility of 

choosing a measuring position at a random point {semi continuous), 

whereas the latter methad is more or less restricted in ~his sense by 

the dimensions of the test object . Futhermore the prohing deviation is 

omitted if measuring instruments are used insteadof test objects, 

which in reality are just workpieces. 

1.8.1 Measuring instruments. 

The existing measuring instruments for the measurement of geometrical 

translation, rotatien and out of squareness deviations are shown in 

Table 1.4. Their greatest advantage over test objects is the 

capability to measure geometrical deviations seperately, whereas in 

general test objects measure combinations of geometrical deviations . 

Futhermore the semi continuous character of a measuring instrument can 

be an advantage over the sampling character of a test object. 

The measuring principles and procedures of the various kind of 

measuring instruments are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 7 and in the 

following references, in order of appearance: (HOF77], (LAN77], 

(GMRS5] and (VDB85]. 
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MEASURING TRANSLATIONS ROTA TI ONS OliT OF 

INSTRUMENT POS. STRAIGHT. ROLL PITCH/YAW SQUARE. 

Laserinterferometer x x - x x 
Autocollima tor - x - x x 
Alignment telescape - x - - x 
Electronic level - - x· x· -

Table 1.4: The existing measuring instruments and their measuring 

capabilities {': rotations about a vertical axis excluded). 

1.8.2 Test objects. 

In general test objects provide a rapid means by which spatial 

positions of a CMM can be determined employing the machine's own 

probing system. The objective is not to produce large quantities of 

details on machine deviations (acceptance tests) but to show trends 

which will indicate when rectification is required (periodic 

calibration). Nontheless at the moment attempts are being made to use 

test objects for acceptance tests [KNAS4, SCHSS]. Even numerical error 

correction has been executed based on test object measurements [KUNS5, 

JOUS6]. 

In 1985 a comparison of three-dimensional test objects measurements 

was organized by the National Engineering Labaratory (NEL), in which a 

number of prestigieus laboratories within the European Economie 

Community {EEC) participated. The aim was to provide comparison data 

of CMM performance by measuring the calibrated dimensions of a frame. 

Two aspectsof accuracy were of particular interest ([HARS5]), one 

being the ability of the CMM to produce similar results on repeated 

measurements of the frame (repeatability), and the other being the 

ability to reproduce the calibrated values of the frame in any 

position on a CMM (reproducibility). To give an impression of the 

noted differences in repeatability and reproducibility the results of 

the measurements for a large tetrabedren are illustrated in Table 1.5. 
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STATISTICAL FRAME MEASUREMENT LABORATDRY 

PARAMETER POSITION A B c D E F G H 

1 0.5 4.5 -5 3 14.5 5 2 -1 
2 -0.5 6 - 3.5 19 5 1.5 1.5 

M in [J.llll] 
3 -o.5 4.5 -6.5 3 12.5 3.5 3.5 0 
4 1.5 -7 - 3.5 14 3.5 2.5 0.5 
5 -1 5.5 -7.5 2.5 10 4 .5 - 0.5 
6 0.5 -8.5 -6 2.5 10 5 .5 - -1 

1 2.5 S.5 5 2 8 5 2.5 3 
2 2 5.5 - 2.5 8 5 1.5 4.5 

SD in [J.llll] 3 5 7 5 3 9 4.5 2 3.5 
4 5 15 - 3 .5 10.5 5 1.5 4 
5 2.5 2 4 2.5 7 3 - 5 
6 3.5 13 4.5 3 7 3 .5 - 3 

M in [J.llll] all po- 0 1 -6 .5 3 13.5 4.5 2.5 -1 
SD in fJ.lllll si ti ons 3.5 8 .5 4.5 2.5 8 4 2 4 

Table 1.5: Mean (M) and standard dev:iations (SD) of differences 

between measured and calibrated lengths for each of six 

positions of measurement ([HARS5]). 

~ The aim of this research. 

Since the early seventies the Metrology Labaratory of the Eindhoven 

University of Technology has been engaged in the research of CMM 

calibration. With increasing frequency over the last decade this 

department has been asked by users of CMMs for advice on matters of 

acceptance tests and periodic calibration. Therefore a need felt to 

exist for establishment of a quality control system for CMMs that 

would cover all the possible deviation sourees with the exception of 

deviations caused by software. 

To begin with a description in terms of mathematica! models and, if 

necessary, estimations of the various kind of deviation sourees has to 

be understood (the present thesis, part one). In this matter new · 

features such as temperature influences and mass force effects are 

discussed. Also the dynamic behaviour of a CMM will be briefly 

covered. Furthermore, the possibilities of simple test objects, that 

is their use in acceptance tests and periadie calibration, will be 

indicated. 

In the second part of this thesis a quality control system, basedon 
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these roodels and estimations . will be established for general use. 

Thereby proposing an alternative definition of the machine 

specifications with respect to the .volumetric measuring accuracy. This 

system has been tested by applying it in practice. Finally, an 

alternative method for numerical error correction is discussed. As an 

example. this specific method has been applied for a gantry type CMM. 
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PART I: 

Mathematical models and estimations 

concerning the different types of 

deviation accuring in three 

coordinate measuring machines. 



O!APTER 2: THE GEOMETRIC MODEL. 

A CMM is a multi axis machine consisting of a sequence of kinematic . 

components providing either a rotational or a translational degree of 

freedom of motion. The three dimensional measuring deviation of the 

CMM, originating from the geometrical deviations of its kinematic 

components, is described in the geometrie model based on the 

assumption of rigid body kinematics. 

In order to establish a generalized model, first the ideal and the 

actual spatial relationships of the various kinematic components are 

described in terms of homogeneaus transfarms [PAU81]. Then the 

geometrie models of a CMM consisting of three translational 

components, and a CMM consisting of one rotational and three 

translational components, are discussed. This covers virtually all 

current CMM configurations. 

The fundamental concepts of the mathematica! techniques used in 

homogeneaus transfarms are briefly discussed in App.A . l. 

~ Translational kinematic components. 

These components consist of a conneetion element, later used to link 

the various components, and a translational element, the carriage 

itself. In the ideal case, the spatial relationships of the 

translational components in homogeneaus transfarms are as fellows. 

Consider the x-component {Fig.2. 1), the conneetion element is given by 

a constant translation transfarm ~(X ), descrihing the component -x 
frame~ with respect to the starting frame ~z. 

Here, constant veetors are denoted by X and variabie veetors by ~- A 

subscript added to constant veetors refers to either a component 

(e.g . X ) or a constant translation between two frames (e . g. X ). In -x -se 
the ca se of variabie veetors the subscript refers to a particular 

frame. The coordinates of these vectors, in homogeneaus transfarm 

description, are for instanee X .. ::{X . .. Y ... z .. . 1) and x . ==(x . ,y.,z . . l). 
-lJ lJ lJ lJ -1 l l l 

Furthermore, a transformation matrix descrihing the relationship 

between two frames is denoted by two upper case script characters, 

which refer to bath the frames in question . A special place in this is 

reserved for the single character ~ . which is used to indica te a 
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Conneetion element 
\ 'G2i 
\ 
\ 

Guiding element 
I 82'1 A 

I :J.... 
I 

Transloting element 

Figure 2.1: An abstract representotion of a translotienol 
kinemotie x-component. 

particular sequence of transforms. 

The variable position of the moving element of the carriage (frame &x) 

can bedescribed with respect to the frame~. positioned at the 

starting point of the motion trajectory, or to any other frame 'x 
positioned at a random point on the trajectory. In the latter case a 

variable transform '&x(xi) is obtained, where frame 'x with respect to 

frame '&: is given by a constant translation transform ~x(X . ) . 
Cl 

Introducing the random positioned frame 'x might seem to be a 

cumhersome procedure. However, later on, when a complete kinematic 

chain of a CMM is being considered, it enables the choice of a base 

frame at a random position in the measuring volume. The transform 

,- x(x.) c 1 
descrihing the complete x-component is given by: 

,- x{x1) =~(X )~x(X i)*'&x{xi) c -x c (2. 1) 

[~ 
0 0 

~=H 
0 0 

Xe!] [ 
0 0 

~'] [~ 
0 0 ;:•vx,l 1 0 1 0 0 M 0 1 0 = 1 0 

= 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

In an analogous manner the transforms for the y- and z-component are 

obtained as: 
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[~ 
0 0 

~y+Y +y l ~ v(y.) = ~v(X )~~v(Y .)~jgvCY1 ) 1 0 
C l -y Cl y Cl l 

0 1 z . 
y 

0 0 1 

[~ 
(2.2) 

0 0 x z 
~ r(z.) = ~r(X )~~r(Z .)~j&r(z.) 0 y 

c 1 -z c1 1 z 
0 1 Z +Z .+z . z Cl l 

0 0 1 

In reality the position of the moving element of the carriage, with 

respect to the component frame ~. must be represented by six 

independent parameters [WEC81], analogous to the six degrees of 

freedom of a body in space. These parameters inevitably lead to six 

geometrie deviation parameters, that is three translations and three 

rotations of infinitesimal magnitude . In Fig.2.2 the geometrie 

deviation parameters of the x-component are illustrated as an eÀ~ple, 

the translational parameters are: 

dT~x(x ): the translation deviation parallel to the axis of motion 
c c 

( 1 ineari ty), 

dTy~x(xç) 

dRy~(xç) ~ 
~'J) 

Yc ) g 

Xe 
dRxçx(xç) 

f\ dTx~x(xc) ~'J) \) 

ti 

A 
dRz~x(xc) 0 

dTz6x(xcl B 
Figure 2.2: The geometrie de~otion parameters of lhe x-component wilh respect lo the frame ~'J). 
-- (A) An obslroct representotion of \he complete set of six parameters. 

(B) An ochJol x-corrioge wilh a deformed geomelry in \he xy-plone. Ta illustrole the 
effeels of \he lronslolionol ond rototionol deviolions, o probe is odded. The doshed 
lines represent \he identicol corrioge with a perfect geometry. 
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dT~x(x ) : the translation deviation parallel to the y-axis (y-out of c c 
straightness), 

dTz~(x ): the translation deviation parallel to the z-axis (z-out of c c 
straightness), 

and the rotational parameters are: 

d~x(x ): c c the rotation deviation about the axis of motion (roll}, 

dR~x(x } : c c the rotation deviation about the y-axis (pitch}, 

dRzgx(x ) : the c c rotation deviation about the z-axis (yaw}. 

The nomenclature used here to indicate the various deviation 

parameters is as follows . The first character d indicates the 

infinitesimal magnitude , the second character is either aT for 

translation or aR for rotation, the third character either indicates 

the direction of the translation or the axis of rotation and the last 

character refers to the kinematic component in question. Furthermore 

the subscript c indicates the fact that the deviation parameters are 

defined with respect to the component frame~ . and finally the 

superscript (g} refers to the fact that the parameters are associated 

with the geometry. All the geometrie deviations originate from the 

imperfect geometry of the carriage, except the linearity deviation 

which is due to deviations of the measuring system. 

Now consider the sequence of a translation ~ and rotations ~. 9 and ~ 

about the x-, y- and z-axis respectively, which is given by the 

transform: 

[~ 
0 0 

;]-[~ 
0 0 

"][~ 
0 se 

"H~-~ 
0 0 

"(~.~.9 . ~)::: 0 ~ -s~ 0 * 0 1 0 o * s~ C/1 0 0 

0 1 s~ ~ ~ -~9 0 C9 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

[ C9.~ -<:9.~ 89 

n ::: ~.~S~.~9 . S~ C~ .C~S+ . S9.S~ -S+.C9 (2.3) 

s~. src+. se. C/1 s~.crc+.se.s.p ~.C9 

0 0 0 
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where the abbreviations C<t>=cos<t> and Scjl=sin<l> are used. If the sequence 

of operations changed the transfarm would also change, for instanee 

~(~.cji.S.~) # ~(8,</>.~.~). For differential translations and rotations 

with the approximations: 

cos(dcll) 1 and sin(dcll) dcjl, (2.4) 

and neglecting second order terms the differential transfarm (d5) is 

obtained as: 

[ 
:~ -d~ _:: ~ ]· 

-de d<t> 1 dZ 

0 0 0 1 

(2.5) 

In this particular case the transfarm is independent of the sequence 

used, for instanee d5(d~.dcjl,dS,d~) = d5(dS,d</>,d~.d~). 

Analogously the differential transfarm descrihing the effect of the 

geometrical parameters of the x-component is given by: 

-dRzgx(x ) 
c c 

dRygx(x ) 
c c dT~x(x ) c c 

d5g.x(x ) dRzgx(x ) 1 -d~x(x ) dT~x(x ) (2.6) c c c c ·C C c c 

-dRygx(x ) dRxgx(x ) 1 dTzgx(x ) c c c c c c 
0 0 0 1 

The sequence of the geometrical deviation parameters in this matter is 

of no importarice, which is an essential result since now it is allowed 

to determine these parameters independently from each other. Similarly 

the differential transfarms of the y- and z-component, d5ll-~(y ) and 
c c 

d5g.r(z ) respectivily, are obtained. 
c c 

Since the orientation of frames '€ and 6 are identical, the actual . 

spatial relationships (superscript *} of the translational kinematic 

components are now given by the following transforms: 
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*~~cx(x1 ) =~(X )*~x(X 1 }~Bx(x1 )*~~x(x.) -x c c 1 
(2.7) 

1 -dRz~x(xi) dR~x{x1 ) Xx+dT~x(x1 )+Xc 1+x1 

= dRz~x{x1 ) 1 -cm{x{x1) Y +dT~x{x1 ) x c 

-dR~x(xi) d~x{x1 ) 1 Z +dTzgx{xi) x c 
0 0 0 1 

(2.8) 

1 -dRz~y(y1 ) dR~y{yi) X +dT~y{y.) y c 1 

= dRz~y(y 1) 1 -d~y(yi) Yy+dT~y(yi)+Ycl+yi 

= 

-dR~y{y1 ) d~y(yi) 1 Z +dTzgy(y.) y c 1 

0 0 0 1 

-dRzgz{z1) dR~z(z1 ) X +dT~z(z1 ) 
c c z c 1 

dRz~z(z 1 ) 1 

-dR~z(z1 ) 

-d~z(z1 } Y +dT~z{z1 ) c z c 

d~z(z.) 1 c 1 
Zz+dTz~z{z 1 )+Zc 1+zi 
1 0 0 0 

2.2 Rotational kinematic components. 

{2 .9) 

Consider a rotary table in the x-y-plane, which provides a rotational 

degree of freedom of motion about the z-axis. As illustrated in 

Fig.2.3, the ideal spattal relationship of this ~component in 

homogeneous transforms is: 

~c~(~) = ~~(~)*~&~(~) 

= [ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ]*[ ~~ -~ ~ 
o o 1 z~ o o 1 

0001 0 0 0 

= [: -~ 
0 0 

0 0 

~ ~~ l 
1 z~ 
0 1 

{2. 10) 
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flgure 2.3: 

An abstract represen!a
!ion of !he ro!o!io.1a! 
~nemotk t-cornponent 
ond its s~ geometrie 
de~atian parameters 
wilh respect lo !he 
frame gy 

In reality, again six geometrie deviation parameters have to be 

introduced . The differential transferm descrihing the effect of these 

parameters, with respect to frame~. is given by: 

1 -dRzg.P(.P) dR~.P(-J!) dT~.P(.P) c c c 

d5g.>/I(.P) = dRzg.P(.P) 1 -d~-J!(.P) dT~-J!(.P) (2. 11) c c c c 

-dR~.P(-J!) d~-J!(.P) 1 dTzg.P(.P) c c c 
0 0 0 1 

This renders the actual spatial relationship of the -v-component as: 

*~9-.p(-J!) = ~,P(X )*d5g.-J!(.P)*~&-J!(.P) c -.p c 

C-J!-S>/l .dRzg.P(.P) 
c 

= S.p+C,P. dRzg.P(.P) 
c 

-c.p.dR~.P(-J!)+S,P . ~.P(-J!) c c 
0 

-s~.dRzg.P(.P) 
c 

c.p-s.p.dRzg.P(.P) 
c 

(2. 12) 

S,P.dR~.P(.P)+C-J! . ~.P(.P) c c 
0 

dR~.P(.P) c X.p+dTx~-J!(.P) 

-d~-/1(-J!) c Y.p+dT{.P(.P) 

1 Z.p+dTz~.P(.P) 
0 1 
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2.3 The CMMs with three translational components. 

Consider a CMM which consists of, in order of succession, the 

translational components x . y , zand a probe attached to the end of 

the z-component. In general, the probe can be represented by a 

constant translation transform: 

[
1 0 0 x l ~(X ) = 0 1 0 YP 

-p p 
0 0 1 z p 
0 0 0 1 

(2 . 13) 

The kinematic chain for this particular case is illustrated in 

Fig.2.4. At the Metrology Laboratory of the Eindhoven University of 

Technology a CMM is available of the type illustrated in Fig.2.4. The 

majority of this research is performed on this specific CMM (referred 

to as TUE-cMM), thus explaining why it will frequently serve as an 

example in this thesis. 

Let the frames ~ and ~ of the various components coincide, that is 

~i=~c and ~ci=Q. Furthermore let the origin (~=Q) of the base frame ~ 

- 2.S -
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A coordinate 
meosuring machine 
ond its kinemotie 
choin, in order 
of sequence: 
x-component, 
y-component. 
z-component, 
ond the probe 
respectively. 



be positioned at the centre of the probe tip for ~c=2· that is ~c=~· 

Iri the ideal case the transform of this particular chain is given by: 

(2.14) 

which should also be equal to: 

[
1 0 0 "hl 

~b(~) = 0 1 Ö Yb . 

0 0 1 " 
0 0 0 1 

(2.15) 

Thereby delivering for the unknown vector X the equations: -x 

X =-X -X Y =-Y -Y and Z =-Z -z -z . x y z' x y z x y z p (2.16) 

The values of the constant veetors X and X are determined by the 
-y -z 

configuration of the CMM in question. In reality the transferm is 

given by: 

(2.17) 

The differential deviation between the actual and ideal transform is: 

(2.18) 

0 -dR~(~) dRy~(~) dT{(~b) 

d3"g.(~) = *~g.(~)-:'T (~) b- b- b- dR~(~b) 0 -dR{(~b) dT~(~) 

-dR~{~) dR{{~) 0 dT~(~) 
0 0 0 0 

thereby rendering, using the relations established in Sect.2 . 1 and 

neglecting second order terms, the absolute orientation deviation as: 

[ 
dR{(~b) l [ dR{x("]))+dR{y(yb)+dR{z{") l 

d~(~) = dR~(~b) = dR~x("])}+dR~y(yb)+dR~z{") 

. dRz~(~) dRz~x{"])}+dRz~y(yb}+dRz~z(") 

(2. 19} 
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and the absolute position (= measuring) deviation as: 

(2.20) 

dTuS(~) = dT~(~ }+dT~y(yb}+dT~z(~ )+[Z +Z +Z +zb].dR~x(~) o -o c o c c o y z p c o . 

-[Y +Y +yb].dRz~(~ }+[Z +Z +~ ].dR~y(yb)-Y .dRzgy(yb) y z c I) z p I) c z c 

+Z .dR~z(~) p C D 

dT~b(~) = dT~x(~ }+dT~y(yb}+dT~z(~ )-[Z +Z +Z +:z..] .d~(~) 
-D c D C C 0 y Z p -I) C 0 

+[X +X ].dRzgx(xb)-[Z +Z +~ ].d~(yb)+X .dRzgy(yb) yz c zpo c z c 

-z .d~z(~) 
p C D 

dTzf(~) = dTz~x(")+dT~y(yb)+dTz~z(~)+[Yy+Y2+yb].d~x(") 
-[X +X ].dR~(~ )+Y .~y(yb)-X .dR~y(yb) y z c 0 z c . z c 

The veetors d~{~b) and dT~(~) are respectively known as the 

differentlal translation and rotation vectors, in this case described 

with respect to coordinate frame~- Performing a length measurement in 

the measuring volume of the CMM is in fact observing the relative 

change in position of the probe tip. Therefore only relative 

deviations (ö) are of interest. The relative orientation deviation 

with respect to the base frame~ is: 

[ö~x(")+ö~y(yb)+ö~z(zb)l ö~(~) = d~(~)-d~(Q) = öR~x(")+öR~y(yb)+öR~z(zb) 

6Rzfx(")+6Rz~y(yb)+6Rzfz(zb) 

and the relative measuring deviation is: 

- 2.10 -
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öT~(~) = öT~x(~)+öT~y(yb)+öT~z(~)-yb.[dR~x(O)+óR~x(~)] 

+~.[dRy~x(O)+dR~(O)+óR~x(xb)+óR~y(yb)] 

öT~(~) = öT~x{~)+óTy~y(yb)+öT~z(~) 

-~.[d~x(O)+d~y(O)+ó~x(~)+ó~y(yb)] 

with the relative linearity, out of straightness, and rotation 

deviations in base coordinates defined as: 

öT~x(~) = óT~x{~ )+[Z +Z +Z ].óR~x(~ )-[Y +Y ).óR2gx(~) 
Î> b c b yzp c b yz c b 

óT~gy(yb) = óT~y(yb)+[Z +Z ].óR~y(yb)-Y .óRzgy(yb) 
b c zp c z c 

öT~z(~) = ör{z(~)+Zp.óR~z(~) 

óT~bx(~) = óT~x{xb)-[Z +Z +Z ].ó~(~ )+[X +X ).óR2gx{xb) 
b c y 2 p c b y z c 

öT~by(yb) = óT~y{yb)-[Z +Z ] . ó~y(yb)+X . óRzgy(yb) c z p c z c 

öT~z(zb) = öT~z{~)-ZP.ó~z{~) 

öTzgbx(~) = öTzgx(~ )+[Y +Y ].ö~x(~ )-[X +X ].öR~x(~) 
b c b y 2 c b y z c b 

öT~y(yb) = óT2~(yb)+Y2.ó~(yb)-X2 .öR~y(yb) 

öT~z(xb) = öTz~z{~) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

From Eq. (2 .22) it can beseen that the values of some particular 

absolute rotational deviations at the reference point affect the 

relative measuring deviation of the CMM in the same way as a first 

order effect in a particular out of straightness deviation does. 

Therefore, using the least squares method to write the relative 

straightness deviation as an addition of a first order regression 

{dimensionless constants: ö 1Ti~j) and its residue (ór), for instance: 
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(2 . 2':1.) 

and defining the following geometrical parameters: 

(2.25) 

c{x = c5 1T~x c{y = c5 1tç.-dR~x(O) { = {x+{y 

~x = c5 1T~x ~z = c5 1T~z+dR~x(O)+dR~y(O) ~ = ~x+~z 

"Y~Y = c5 1T~y+dR{x(O) -y~z = c5 1T~z-dR{x(O)-dR{y(O) , ..,~ = -y~yh~z 

Eq.(2.22) becomes : 

eST~(~) = c5T~x(xb)+c5rT~y(yb)+c5rT~z(~)+yb.[{y-c5R~x(~)] 
+zb.[~z+5R~x(xb)+5R~y(yb)] , 

5T~(~) = 5rT~x(~)+c5T~y(yb)+c5rT~z(~)+{x.xb 

+~.[..,~z-c5~x(~)-c5~y(yb)] , 

(2.26) 

Notice from Eq.(2.25) that the first order effect in an out of 

straightness deviation of a particular component is always combined 

with the absolute rotational deviations of components, numbered 

consecutively lower in the kinematic chain. 

Now consider a reference frame~ which, with respect to frame~ . is 

rotated about a constant differenttal rotation vector [{y.~z,-y~z] : 

1 --ygz 
b ~z 0 

~= "YgZ 
b 1 -{y 0 Mx = ~MX (2.27) -r -r 

-~z {y 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

In the reference frame the relative measuring deviation is given by 

the equation: 
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{2.28} 

Using Eq.{2.26-27) in combination with ~r~· in first order 

approximation {for instance: öTxgx{xr-~~z.yr+~z.xr) ~ 6Txgx(xr)). the 

next equation is obtained: 

6T~(x ) -r -r (2.29) 

Since this equation is valid, the constants ~y. ~z and ~~z can be 

set equal to zero. To illustrate this, consider the . two dimensional 

situation in the ~-yb-plane and let the relative linearity 

deviations. the residues of the relative out of straightness 

deviations and the relative rotational deviations be equal to zero. In 

this case the relative measuring deviation becomes: 

(2.30) 

As illustrated in Fig.2.5, in the reference frame ~ the identical 

relative measuring deviation would be given by: 

öT~(x ) = 0 and 6T~(x ) = a.g .x r -r r -r o r (2.31} 

Since ~b~r as well as the fact that the relative deviation parameters 

xr 
6Ty9(~ ) 

\ r r 

~==-~-~6Ty~(liJ 
xb 

Figure 2.5: The components of the 
relelive meosuring deviction 
in the frames ! end ~ . 
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set to zero in this example do not change if frame ~ is being replaced 

by frame~ as shown above, the final relations can be determined_as: 

óT{(~) = óT{x("b)+órT{Y(yb)+6rt{z(~)-yb.6R{x("b) 
+~.[6R~x("b)+6R~y(yb)] 

óT~(~) = 6rT~x("b)+óT~y(yb)+6rT~z(~)+~."b 

-zb.[~x("b)+óR{y(yb)] 

Any combination of ~i. ~i and ~~i could be set to zero, but 

tradi tionally the combination above is chosen. In metrology the 

(2.32) 

constants ~· ~ and ~~are known as out of squareness parameters. 

2.3.1 Measurements to detërmine the geometrie parameters. 

The geometrical parameters of Eq.(2.32) are empirically determined by 

adequate measurements. Due to the measuring methods, these parameters 

are semi continuously determined with a certain sampling frequency, 

depending on the coordinate involved. These measurements will now be 

discussed theoretically, whereas the physical realisation of these 

measurements is considered in Chapter 7 . 

Since it is not always feasible to execute the necessary measurements 

in the base frame, consider. a randomly positioned measuring frame~ in 

the measuring volume of the CMM. Due to the alignment error, frame~ 

is infinitesimally rotated with respect to frame~. Therefore the 

position and orientation of frame A with respect to frame~ is given 

by : 

[ 

1 -d~ dRYbm 

~ = d~m 1 -d~ 
-dRYbm dRXbm 1 

0 0 0 

~m] Ybm wx = ~Mx -m -m 

;,m 
1 
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Here it is sufficed to the discussion of one representative 

measurement of a particular geometrie parameter, a complete set of the 

required.measurements can be found in App.A.2. As an example the 

measurement of the x-linearity deviation parameter is taken. The 

measured relative x-linearity deviation with respect to the reference 

point in the measuring frame is given by: 

-öTx x(x ) = dTx x(x )-dTx x(O) m m m m m 

Here a superscript - is introduced in order to make a clear 

distinction between measured and modelled parameters. In base 

coordinates with x =(x ,0,0,1), this relative deviation yields: -m m 

Using Eq.(2.20) and a first order approximation, the following 

relationship is obtained: 

-öTxmx(xm) = dTxgx(x +X. )-dT~x(~ ) c m "bm c "bm 

+[Z +Z +Z +~ ].[dR~x(x +~ )-dR~x(X. )] y z p -bm c m ··bm c "bm 

-[Y +Y +Yb ].[dRz~(x +X. )-dRzgx(X. )] y z m c m "bm c "bm 

Rewriting using Eq.(2.23) and with ~=xm+'S,m yields: 

öTxmx(xm) = öT~x(~)+;,m.óR~x(~)-Ybm'óR~x(~) 

-öT~x(Xbm)-;,m.óR~x('S,m)+Ybm'óRz~x(Xbm) 

This equation represent the so called smallest (Ybm=;,m=O) and 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

{2.37) 

greatest (Yb =Y • ~ =Z ) comparator deviation, where Y and 
m max -bm max max 

Z are the maximum values of respectivily Yb and ~ . If certain max m ""bm 
conditions are fulfilled, performing measurements at two different 

Ybm- and ;,m-levels {measuring positions m=l and m=2} determines the 

following rotational deviations: 
(2.38) 
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In case the origins of frames ~ and ~ coincide (measuring 

position m=b), the following equation is valid: 

(2.39) 

Summarizing, the relative measuring deviation can be expressed in the 

geometrical deviation parameters defined in the base frame ~ as stated 

in Eq.{2.32). The rotation parameterscan be measured directly at any 

position in the measuring volume or either, insome cases, by two 

special translation measurements. The linearity_parameters. out of 

straightness parameters, and the out of squareness parameters can be 

measured directly at position ~=Q or at any other position using the 

corrections as stated in this section and in App.A.2. 

2.3.2 A different base coordinate system. 

In order to describe the situation in which a probe extension is used, 

the relative measuring deviation must be considered in a different 

base frame. This will become obvious in the next section . Consider a 

randomly positioned different base frame~ in the measuring volume of 

the CMM. Its position with respect to base frame~ is given by the 

transform: 

[~ 
0 0 

~ ]~-~ .. ~ = 1 0 (2.40} 

0 1 ~ . 

0 0 1 

The situation is schematically illustrated in Fig.2.6, where for the 

sake of clearness the y- and the z-component frames have been omitted. 

As can be deduced from this figure. ~=~i with ~ei=~· Also let ~ be 

the inverse transfarm of~. i.e. ~J or ~db=-~· The 
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Figure 2.6: 

The rondomly positioned 
different base frame ~. wilh 
respect lo \he bose Ir ome J . 
The doshed line connecting 
the vorious lromes, 
represenls \he sequence of 
\he Ironsfarms of this 
particuier kinematic chain. 
F ar the sake of clearness 
\he r ond z-component 
frames have been omilted 
(sideview of r~g.2.4, one 
x-support lelt out). 

differential deviation between the ideal and actual transform for this 

specific kinematic chain is given by: 

(2.41) 

The relative changes are now defined with respect to the different 

frame W. In an analogous manner to the method used in the base frame, 

the relationship of the relative measuring deviation in frame W is 

found to be equivalent to Eq.{2.32) with the subindex b being replaced 

by d, for instanee the x-component of the relative measuring deviation 

yields: 

óT~(~d) = óT~(xd)+órT~y(yd)+órT~z(zd)-yd.óRz~(xd) 

+zd.[óR~x(xd)+óR~y(yd)] 

(2.42) 

The relationship between the geometrie deviation parameters in both 

frames can be deduced using the relations established in the former 

section. For this purpose the measuring frame should be considered as 

being the different base frame, which has notbeen rotated with 
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respect to frame~. i.e. ~m=~d' ~m=~ and d~m=2· Interpreting in 

this manner, for instanee the x-linearity parameter in frame~ ytelds: 

öT~x(xd) = öT~x(~+xd)+Zbd.öR~x(~+xd)-Ybd.öRz~x(Xbd+xd) 
-óT~x(~)-Zbd.öR~x(~)+Ybd.öR~x(~) (2.43) 

Substituting these types of relationships into Eq.(2.42), the relative 

measuring and orientation deviation in the different base frame can be 

expressed in base frame deviations: 

(2.44) 

These equations state the equivalence of the relativa measuring and 

orientation deviation described in two different base frames, provided 

the same reference point is taken. Therefore, the choice of the base 

frame is arbitrary or. at any time. another base frame can he used 

provided the geometrical parameters are adjusted in the correct 

manner. 
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lhe kinemotie chcin in the 
case of o x-d~ecled probe 
exlension. For a comporison, 
the case wilhout on exlen
sion is represented in c 
dotled form. lhe dcshed 
line coMecting the vorious 
frames, represents lhe 
sequence of lronsforms of 
this particuier chcin. F er the 
soke of deomess thé y
ond z-component frames 
have been omitted (sideview 
of fig.2.4, one x-support 
lelt out). 



2.3.3 Using a probe extension. 

Consider a base frame ~ located in the meas~ring volume of the CMM. If 

a probe extension is used (in practice this means changing of the 

probe during a measurement) a different kinematica! chain bas to be 

considered. This new situation is illustrated in Fig.2.7 (previous 

page). In this case the ideal and actual transfarm are given by: 

~~(~,X ) = t~(X )~ ~(xd)~ ~(yd)~ ~(zd)~t(X ) 
~ -o -pe -ep e e e -pe 

(2.45) 

with ~t(X ) = 0 1 0 Ype , and ~&(X )*&~(X ) 
-pe pe -pe -ep [

1 0 0 x l 
= ! or X =-X -pe -ep 

0 0 1 z pe 
0 0 0 1 (2.46) 

Where ~€(X ) is the extension transfarm and t~(X } is the inverse 
~e -P 

extension transform, representing a constant translation X and X -pe -ep 
respectively. Again the relative measuring deviation can be derived 

from the differential deviation between the ideal and actual 

transform, giving: 

(2.47) 

Therefore extending the probe can be considered as replacing the base 

frame~ by a different base frame~ in conjunction with an additional 

relative measuring deviation (the veetors cross product on the right 

hand side), caused by the extension of the kinematica! chain by X . -pe 
The different base frame~ is given by ~=-~pe with ~d=~· Using the 

relations of the former subsection yields: 
(2.48) 

öT.,g(~ • x } = öT.,g(xb-x }-óT.,g( -x )+[X ]x[ öR~(x.. -x }-ötocg(-X } ] 
~ -o -pe ~ - -pe ~ -pe -pe -~o -o -pe --~b -pe 

This equation is valid for just one particular probe extension, 

represented by the transfarm ~&(X ). -pe 
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2.4 A CMM with a rotational component. 

Consider a CMM with a kinematica! chain of, in order of succession, 

the components ~. x, y and z. Let the frames ~ and J of the 

translational components coincide and let the base frame ~ coincide 

with the ~-component frame~~ for ~ with ~~=Q. as illustrated in 

Fig.2.S. The ideal and actual transforms of this particular kinematic 

A 

chain are given by: 

(A) A cooráUlole meosuring mochile con
sisting of, in order of succession, the 
kinemotie t-, x-, y-, ond z-compo
nent respectively. 

(B) AA etllorged illus!iotion of the situotial 
at lhe rototionol component lor the 
sake of deorness. 

(2.49} 

In this particular case the "new" ideal and actual transforms of the 

translational kinematic components, indicated by the left sub index ~. 

are given as: 

(2.50) 
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With the rotation transform ~(~) and its inverse transform ~- 1 {~). the 

so called deorientation transform, in homogeneaus notation : 

I::-:: : :I 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

~-1 (~) (2.51) 

The presence of these rotation and deorientation transfarms in 

Eq.(2.49-50) is required todetermine the relative measuring deviation 

in cartesian coordinates, otherwise it would be expressed in 

cylindrical coordinates. The ideal transform, descrihing the complete 

kinematic chain, is equal to: 

Substituting Eq.(2.49} into the equation above, yields: 

X +X +X ::0 -x -y -z -

Solving for the relative measuring deviation: 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

in a similar way as before , and using the relationships established in 

the Sect.2.1 and 2 .2, the following equations are obtained: 

öT~(~b'~) = öT~~(~b)+óT~x(~)+órT~y(yb)+örT~z(~} 

-yb.(öR~~(~b)+óR~x(~)] 

+~.[v~+óR~~(~)+óR~x(~)+óR~y(yb}] 
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öT~{~b'~) = öT~~{~b}+örT~x{~}+öT~y{yb}+örT~z{zb} 

+~.[~+öRz~~{~b}]-~.[~+ö~~{~b}+~x{xb}+ö~y{yb}] 

öTz~(~b'~b) = öT~~(~b}+örTz~x(~}+örTz~y(yb)+öT~z(zb} 

+~.[~-v~-öR~~(~b}]+yb.[~~~~+ö~~(~b}+ö~x(xb}] 

In deducing the relationships above, the term dR~~(O} is set to zero, 

since it represents the measuring system deviation of the ~component 

in the reference position. 

The geometrical parameters, related to the three trahslational 

components, are again defined according to Eq.(2.23-25). An additional 

set of geometrical parameters is introduced by the ~component, 

yielding: 

{2.56} 

~~ = d~~{O} , v~ = dR~~(O} 

Executing the proper measurements in conjunction with the relations 

above, renders the relative measuring deviation of these types of CMM. 

A word of caution is necessary. The geometrical parameters of the 

~-component must be determined with respect to the base frame~ since 

the parameters of the rotatorycomponent are defined with respect to 

frame ~~. which possesses a identical orientation to frame ~-
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OIAYfER 3: MASS FORCES. 

Displacement of the considerably heavy carriages of a CMM, results in 

a change of exerted mass forces and resulting moments. The related 

deviations, due to the finite static stiffness of both the bearings in 

combination with the drive system, and the machine structure, will now 

be discussed. Furthermore the integration of these mass force 

deviations into the geometrie model and the measurements required for 

the additional stiffness parameters are discussed. 

~ Limited static stiffness of the bearing system. 

Let the x- and y-axis describe the horizontal directions and the 

z-axis the vertical direction. Consider carriages with a perfect 

geometry and assume the machine structure to be a rigid body, with the 

exception of the bearings and the drive system. 

In these matters two types of translational components are 

distinguished. A horizontal displacement of a type II component 

(Fig.3.l.B, next page) causes a change of moment .. affecting the 

component in question and affecting the components consecutively lower 

in the kinematic chain . In the case of a type I component (Fig.3.l.A), 

a horizontal displacement only causes the components consecutively 

lower in the kinematic chain to be affected. A vertical carriage 

displaces its mass in the direction of the gravitational force field, 

therefore no related change in mass moments occurs. 

In order to describe these kind of effects in general terms, the 

current CMM structures are divided into four configuration types, 

Notice from Fig.l.l that the first carriage of the kinematic chain is 

a horizontal type I component, the second carriage is either a 

horizontal or vertical component of ei ther .type I or type I I. and the 

third carriage is either a horizontal or vertical component of 

type II . Using these criteria, the configurations as illustrated in 

Table 3.1 (next page) are obtained. 

The changes in mass moments are balanced by equal and oppositely 

directed moments from .the bearings and the drive system. This may 

result in rotations and displacementsof the moving element of a 

carriage, significant in magnitude when compared to the volumetrie 
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A c§B:J 

dLlx~yc) 

c dRx~~Yc) 

B 

dTz~~Yc) 

dlfc~Yc) ',. .. 
i Ä"* ~ 

. <fix~)(yc) dMx~yc) 

~· 

fiqurc 3.1: The two twes of lranslotionof companenls. In lhis r~re 
lhc y-componcnt is loken as on exomple. 
(A) T we I component, I he moving element is a slide. Due 

lo !he S)ffimetry of this element, only the components 
eensecu tively lower in lhe chain are alleeled by !he 
change in !he x-dirccled moss moment dt.lxx{yc} 

(B) T)tle 11 component, the moving element is o ram. 
lhererore, due lo the OS)ffimelry of lhis component, 
olso !he component itself is oflecled. 

(C) The ocluol twe U y-componenl, !he dolled files 
rcpresent thc situotion with on inf111ile static stiflness. 

In lhe lower r~hl corners of (A) ond {8) are mustraled lhe 
schemoticol represenlolions of !he twes os used in lollle 11. 

I 

C\1 

('I") 



CûNF. FIRST CARRIAGE SECDND CARRIAGE THIRD CARRIAGE 

A ~ cEb Q ó. ~ ó. ~ ó. j>~ d5 x(y ), d5 x(x ,y) j> dl· dS ~(y ) 'c'~-· c c c c c c c c'~-

B ~ ~ Q ó. ~ ( ) d5~~(yc)' dS~~(yc) ó. j>~ dS x(y ), dS x x ,y 'c'~-• c c c c c c'~-

c cEb ® dS~'J-(Yc}, ~ 
b. ~ d9~'J-(Yc'zc} d9b. ( } ct9~ ( } ct9 x(y ), d5 x(x ,y) c c c c c elf Yc ' elf Yc 

D ~ Q ~'1-(Yc} ~ ó. ~ d5~'J-(Y .z } ct9~1f(Yc)' ct9~~(yc} d9cx(yc)' d9cx(xc,yc} c c c 

Tabel 3.1: The four CMM configurations and their differential 

transforms, descrihing the effects of finite static 

stiffness (superscript b: hearings, s: machine structure). 

accuracy of the CMM. As can be deduced from Table 3 . 1, x-directed 

changes of moment appear, since only displacements of the y-component 

affect the kinematic chain. Therefore rotations about the x-axis and 

displacements in y- and z-direction, depending on the y-coordinate, 

are present. In genera!, the effects of the limited static stiffness 

of the hearings and the drive system (superscript b) can be described 

using the differentlal transform: 

1 0 0 0 

d9ó.i.( } 0 
b dTybi(y } 1 -dRxci(yc} c Yc c c (3.1} 

0 dRxbi(y } 1 b dTz i(y ) c c c c 

0 0 0 1 i = x, y or z 

Consirlering only these kind of deviations, the .actual transform of the 

ith-translational kinematic component yields: 
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(3.2) 

The differentlal transforms of the components of the various CMM 

configurations are given in Table 3.1. If a component is not affected 

by changes of mass moments, the differenttal transform is equal to the 

identity transferm ,_ 

3.2 Limited static stiffness of the machine structure . 

The connections between the various components of a CMM are made by 

the hearings and the drive system. In this section these connections 

are assumed to be rigid. Furthermore, the carriages are again 

considered to possess perfect geometty. Also the current CMM 

structures are again classified as in Table 3.1. 

Due to the finite stiffness of the machine elements, deflections occur 

that may affect the measuring accuracy of a CMM. These deflections, 

i.e. changes in the deformation of the various elementsof a machine 

structure, are again aresult of the change in exerted mass forces. 

Therefore these deflections do not only depend on the position of the 

component causing the change in moment , but also on the position of 

the component considered. 

In order to describe these effects in general terms, the change in 

deCormation of both the carriage trajectory and conneetion element of 

a component must be considered. The latter case is considered, since 

the limited static stiffness effects of the supports of a CMM like the 

TUE-cMM are significant in magnitude and have to be included in the 

analysis of the volumetrie measuring accuracy. For the classification 

used, the three situations as illustrated in Fig . 3 . 2 (next page) 

appear . From this figure the following differentlal transforms, 

descrihing the effects of the the limited static stiffness of the 

machine structure (superscript s), can be derived: 

1 0 dRy5x(x ,y ) dTx5 x(x .y ) c c c c c c 

~~x(x ,y ) = 0 1 -dRxsx(x ,y ) dTy5x(y ) c c c c c c c c 

-dRysx(x ,y ) 
c c c dRxsx(x ,y ) c c c 1 dTz5 x(x ,y ) c c c 

0 0 0 1 
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A 

c D 
r19ure 3.2: The deflections, posSibly significont in magnitude with respect to the meo&Jtilg occurocy of the CWII, coused by 

!he f111it slotic stiffness of the mochile elemenls: 
(A) on obslroct represerilolion of Ule x-component (confogurotions A. B. C. ond D1 
(B) on obstroct represenlolion of the y-component (confogurolions A, B. C. ond D). 
(C) on cbstroel repiesenlolion of lhe z-componenl (confogurolions C, ond D). ond os on e10mple 
(D) on ocluol m of lhe siluolion of (C). the dolled liles represenl the situotion of o rigid body. 

1 0 0 0 

d5~!f(Yc) :: 0 1 -dRx5 y(y ) dTy5 y(y ) c c c c 

0 dRx5 y(y ) 1 dTz5 y{y ) c c c c 

0 0 0 1 

(3.3) 

1 0 0 0 

!} 
0 1 -dRx5 z(y ,z ) dTy5 z{y ,z ) d5 ~(y ,Z ) c c c c c c c c c 

0 dRx5 z{y ,z ) 1 dTz5 z{y ) c c c c c 

0 0 0 1 

Notice that the x-component, besides being affected by a x-directed 

al tering moment , is also affected by a y-directed al tering moment. 
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Considering these kind of deviations only, the actual transform of the 

ith-translational kinematic component yields: 

(3.4) 

The various differenttal transfarms per CMM configuration are also 

denoted in Table 3.1. 

3.3 Integration of the mass force deviations into the geometrie model. 

The combined effects of the mass force deviations {superscripts b 

and s) and the carriage geometry related deviations (superscript g) 

will now be discussed . To begin with the resulting differenttal 

transform descrihing the combined effects for one component has to be 

established. In general the differentlal transform of the 

jth-component (j=x,y,z), descrihing the ith-effect {i=g,b,s}, yields: 

1 
i 

-dRzcj{~) 
i 

dRy cj{~b) dTx!j{~) 

d5~(~} dRz!j(~} 1 
i dTy!j{~} = -dRxcj{~} 

. i 
-dRycj(~} dRx!j{~) 1 

i 
dTzcj(~} 

0 0 0 1 

I 

Figure 3.3: An exomple of o finite stiffness porometer 
depending on two variobles, decomposed in a 
set of parameters depending on one vorioble. 
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The resulting differential transform {superscript c), descrihing the 

comhined effects of the various deviation sourees in question 

(c=g+h+s), is a ~ltiplication of theseparate differential 

transforms, each descrihing a specific deviation source, and in first 

order approximation yields: 

d5c ' ( ) 
g,h,s 

{ d5~j(~) } cf ~ 1T (3.5) 
i 

i . 
!{dRy!j(~)} ~{dTx!j(~)} l 1 -~{dRzcj(~)} 

1 i 1 

~{dRz!j{~)} 
1 

1 -~{ dRx!j (~)} 
1 

~{dTy!j{~)} 
1 

-!{dRy!j (~)} ~{dRx!j(~h)} 1 !{dTz!j(~)} 
i 1 i 

0 0 0 1 

Notice that, in first order approximation, the resulting differential 

transform is independent of the sequence of i used. As an example the 

TUE-cMM with a configuration type A. wiil be discussed. Using 

Table 3.1 the actual transform now yields: 

{3.6) 

In these relationships deviation parameters depending upon two 

coordinates of the CMM, are present. However, since their values are 

monitored at discrete positions on the measuring axis of a geometrical 

measuring instrument which is aligned to one of the axes of the 

kinematic components, these parameters will he described by a set of 

parameters depending only upon one coordinate (Fig.3.3). for instance: 
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Yb=Ybi: 5yb .Ybi = 1 

yb~ybi: 5yb.Ybi = 0 

1=0,1,2, .• ,n 

The number of parameters (n) can be taken in conformity with the 

sampling frequency of the y-axis. Using the relationships established 

above and in Sect . 2.1, and neglecting second order terms, the 

differenttal deviation between the actual and the ideal transfarm 

renders the relative translational deviation with respect to the base 

frame ~ as: 

(3.8) 

where: 

(3.9) 

i=l.2 ... ,n 

For the example discussed, the definitions of the various parameters 

in base coordinates are preseneed in App .B.l. and the required 

additional measurements todetermine the stiffness parameters are 

preseneed in App.B.2. Notice from Eq.(B1.la-e) that the geometrical 

parameters consist of the common geometrical deviations, all of the 

deviations introduced by the hearings and the drive system. and parts 

of the deviations due to the limited stiffness of the machine 

structure. Therefore it is not possible to decouple the exact 

contribution of each seperate deviation source . 

Compared to the situation where· only the deviations related to the 

geometry of the carriage are considered, an additional set of so 

called stiffness parameters (Eq.(B1.2a-c)) is introduced. These 

parameters describe the static deCormation of the CMM. If these 

stiffness parameters are not significant in magnitude with respect to 

the geometrical parameters, they can be ommitted. That is, the 
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relationship for the volumetrie measuring deviation (Eq.(3.S)) is 

reduced to the simpler relationship as stated in Eq.(2.32). Whether 

the stiffness parameters may be neglected or not should be determined 

by performing suitable measurements. 

Here, only the relationships for machine configuration A are derived. 

The required relationships for the other configurations can be derived 

in a similar manner. 

It is possible to obtain analytica! approximations for the stiffness 

parameters by means of the finite elements method. However, the 

stiffness parameters derived in this manner are then only valid for 

one specific CMM. 
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mAPTER 4: TEMPERATI.IRE EFFECTS. 

Environmental changes in temperature and thermal gradients cause 

alterations in the temperature profile of the OlM, thereby changing 

the thermal stresses in the machine structure. The associated 

thermally induced deviations reveal themselves as time dependable 

geometrical deviations, and can be significant in comparison to the 

measuring accuracy of the machine. Again these kind of deviations can 

be integrated into the geometrie model, thereby introducing an 

additional set of thermal deviation parameters. 

~ The thermally induced deviations. 

Consider a CMM with a constant temperature profile. In this ideal 

case, the thermal stresses in the machine structure remain alike. 

Therefore the deviations are constant, and forma constant part of the 

geometrical deviations. 

An approximately constant temperature profile of the CMM is normally 

only realised in a laboratory where· the thermal conditions of the 

environment are being monitored and controlled. However under common 

ambient condi tions the temperature profile of the CMM w_ill be unstable 

in time. 

If the temperature profile of a translational component in the 

direction of motion changes, only its linear displacement deviation is 

affected, i.e. the effective lengthof the measuring scale alters . 

Since the geometry of the camponent's trajectory remains alike, the 

rotational, out of straightness, and out of squareness deviations are 

not affected. In genera!, the temperature distribution of the 

measuring scale is not uniform, and accordingly the thermal expansion 

of the scale is not linear. As a result, the linear displacement 

deviation depends on the measuring position on the scale and on 

thermally induced non linear effects, which are nat easily isolated. 

Therefore, its behaviour at every individual measurement position must 

be analysed with respect to temperature. According to Donmez et al 

([DON83]). this is realised by monitoring the linearity deviation at a 

nomina! measuring position as a function of a characteristic 

temperature at a certain point of the component. The selected 
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characteristic temperature should be representative of this specific 

thermal behaviour. 

The geometrical deviations related to the geometry of the carriage are 

only thermally affected if the thermal gradients perpendicular to the 

components direction of motion change. Under normal circumstances, it 

is realistic to assume that the ambtent heat sourees only cause 

changes in the vertical thermal gradient of the CMM structure. In this 

case, the associated change in thermal stresses cause a bending of the 

trajectartes of horizontal components in a vertical plane. Therefore, 

the rotatien deviation about a horizontal axis and perpendicular to 

the axis of motion, and the out of straightness deviation in vertical 

direction, depend on the measuring position and on the thermally 

induced effects. Again these effects are non linear. Accordingly, 

these deviations are a function of the measuring position and of a 

characteristic vertical thermal gradient at a certain ,point of the 

component in question. As a result, the related out of squareness 

deviation also depends on this characteristic gradient. 

If it is assumed that the change of thermal stresses in a particular 

component do nat influence the deviations of another component, the 

differenttal transfarms descrihing the thermally induced deviations 

{superscript t) yields: 

0 dRy~x{xc,gzx) t dTx x{ x , t ) c c x 
t 0 1 0 0 d!J ~<x ,t ,gz ) = c c x x 

t 0 1 t 
-dRy cx{xc,gzx) dTz x{x ,gz } c c x 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 

t 0 1 t t d!J y.(y ,t ,gz} = -dRx Y{Y ,gz } dTy y{y ,t ) c c y y c c y c c y 

0 dRxt ( ) 1 t 
cy yc,gzy dTz y(x ,gz ) c. c y 

0 0 0 1 
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1 0 0 0 

t 0 0 0 (4.1) d5 1(Z ,t ) = c c z 

0 0 1 
t dTz z(x ,t) c c z 

0 0 0 1 

Where ti (i=x, y or z) is the characteristic tempe~ature and gz1 
(i=X or y) is the characteristic vertical gradient of the 

ith-component. Notice from Eq.(4.1) that, although the geometry of the 

z-component is affected by changes in the vertical thermal gradient of 

that component, no thermal parameter gz2 is introduced. These effects 

are already incorperated in the thermal dependenee (t ) of its linear z 
displacement deviation. Furthermore the thermal effects in the 

conneetion element of a component are correlated to, and thèrefore 

incorporated in , the thermal dependencies of the geometrical 

deviations of the component in question. 

In genera!, the actual transform of the ith-translational kinematic 

component (i=x, y, z). descrihing the combined effects of both 

geometry and temperature (c:g+t}, yields : 

(4.2) 

4.2 Integration of the thermal deviations into the geometrie model. 

For example, again consiclering the TUE-CMM, the actual transform of 

this specific kinematic chain is: 

(4.3) 

Where the actual transforms per component are given as stated in 

Eq.(4.2). In these relationships again parameters depending on two 

variables are present. Analogous to Eq.(3.7), these parameters will be 

described by a set of parameters per constant thermal variable, 

depending only on one position coordinate, for example: 
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t t t t 
dTxcx{~.tx) = dTx x{~ ,T )+öTx x{~ ,t )+ót T ,óTx x{~.T i) 

c o xr c o x x' xi c x 

{4.4) 

tx=Tx1 : ó = 1 
tx· 1xi 

1=0,1,2 .. ,n 

tX#fXl.: Ó = Q 
tx·1xi 

The number of parameters {n) depends on the sampling frequency applied 

over the range of the thermal variabie in question. 

The reEerenee situation of the measuring deviation contains now not 

only a reEerenee position in the measuring volume of the CMM, though 

also references with regard to the temperature profile of the machine 

structure, in effect: 

wi th t 
-p tx, ty' tz,gzx,gzy and !pr = T ,T ,T ,r:;z ,r:;z xr yr zr xr yr 

{4.5) 

Where T is the reference value of the characteristic thermal profile -pr 
variables t . The differenttal deviation between the actual and ideal 

-p 
transform renders, using the relations established in Sect.2.1 and 

neglecting second order terms, the relative measuring deviation with 

respect to the base frame ~ as: 

{4.6) 

óTybt{x. . t ;gz ) 
-1> y y 
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The definitions of the various parameters in base coordinates are 

presented in App.C.l, and the required additional measurements to 

determine the thermal parameters are presented in App.C.2. 

It should be pointed out that in establishing the relationships of 

Eq.(4.6) terms have been omitted, for instance: 

(4.7) 

These kind of terms in fact represent the time dependenee of constant 

relative linear displacement contributions due to alterations in the 

temperature profile. Compared to the time in which a measurement on a 

CMM is executed, the time required to alter these terms significantly 

is infinite. Accordingly the contributions of these terms to the 

measuring deviation can be neglected. 

Notice from Eq.(Cl.la-e) that the common geometrical parameters, 

compared to the situation as discussed in Chapter 2, remain identical. 

The difference lies in the fact that these parameters are not only 

defined with respect to a reference point in space, but also with 

respect to a certain reference temperature profile. In order to 

describe the thermally induced deviations of a CMM, an additional set 

of thermal parameters (Eq.(Cl.2a-c)) are introduced. All this, implies 

the necessity to monitor the thermal behaviour of the CM under working 

conditions, in conjunction with a determination of the significanee of 

the various thermal parameters. 

In the case the temperature distribution of the measuring scales 

behaves uniformly (or semi uniformly), the e~~sion of the scale 

becomes linear. Therefore, an analytica} approximation of the thermal 

linearity deviations can be made with respect to the commonly accepted 

reference temperature of 20 °C, yielding: 
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(4.8) 

Where ui,eff is the effective linear expansion coefficient of the 

ith-measuring scale. The values of these coefficients must be 

determined empirically. According [TEES6], similar relationships can 

be derived for the remaining thermal deviations, provided the vertical 

gradient is linear in vertical direction and uniform in horizontal 

direction, giving: 

(4.9) 

• i,j=X,/3, y,-r 

Herein, the constants Ri,eff' si,eff' and oi,eff are related to the 

effective linear expansion coefficient ui,eff' and again are 

empirically determined. 

As a final point in this section, it is important to recognise the 

need to increase the set of thermal parameters if changes in both 

vertical and horizontal gradients occur. 

4.3 The complete model of the kinematic component chain . 

Generally, according to [ZAN75], the mechanica! stresses and the 

thermally induced stresses in a kinematic component are not 

correlated, and therefore can be superimposed. As a result, the model 

of the kinematic component chain of the CMM, containing all possible 

deviation effects (superscript a=g+b+s+t), yields: 

( 4. 11) 

In effect, the separate deviation effects can be linearly added. 
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mAPTER 5: PROBE SYSTEMS. 

So far the probe system (PS) has been modelled as a constant 

translation transferm containing no deviations, i . e. it represents a 

rigid element of the CMM. However, in reality, the probe system 

related deviations are not negligible with respect to the volumetrie 

accuracy of the CMM, and should therefore be taken into consideration. 

Since the behaviour of a PS does not dependent on the position of the 

kinematical components ·or a CMM (~), the probe related deviations can 

be dealt with seperately up toa certain degree. In first instanee one 

would tend to consider the various kinematic components combined with 

the PS as a whole , but it is preferabie to consider their seperate 

contributions since on one particular CMM a variety of PSs can be 

employed. 

With respect to the metbod of modelling, the current PSs can be 

divided into two types, e.g. the switching probe system {SPS) and the 

measuring probe system {MPS). In order to reach a complete and 

equivalent description for the mechanica} as well as the optical PSs, 

both the types will be modelled again using homogeneous transforms. 

~ The switching probe system {SPS). 

When an object is touched, the SPS generates a trigger (=detection) 

signal, which causes the measuring systems of the CMM to transmit 

their present values. Due to the principle of detection, a time delay 

between the moment of actual contact and the transmission of the 

measuring system values is introduced. This time delay, and 

accordingly the related prohing deviation, depends on the direction of 

prohing {in spherical coordinates the angles ~ and ~ respectively). In 

the case of a SPS , the resulting measuring deviation of a CMM 

(sub index r) is considered to be a superposition of the deviations 

introduced by the various kinematic components (sub index k, as 

discussed in previous Chapters) and the SPS related deviations 

(sub index p). In general terms, consiclering the switching mechanism 

related deviations (super index m) of the SPS, this yields: 

(5. 1) 
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Analogous to the description in Chapter 2, the relative probe 

translation deviation is now defined as: 

6T~m (~.~) = dT~m (~.~}-dTxmb {0;0} -o,p -o,p - .p (5 . 2) 

Again the absolute probe translation devlation is retrleved from the 

differentlal deviation between the actual and ideal transfarms 

descrihing the SPS: 

{5.3} 

The ideal and actual SPS transforms, replacing the constant probe 

translation transfarm in Chapter 2 as illustrated in Fig.5.1.B, yield 

respectively: 

'!!, p(X ) = ~(X ) 
~. -p -:P 

(5.4) 

1 -dR~ (~.~) m 
X +dTx~ ( cp.~) dRyb (cp.~} ,p ,p p ,p 

*cr.l'l dRz~ (~.~) 1 d~.p(cp.~) Y +dTy~ (cp.~) ':Ji>,p(cp.~.!Sp)= ,p p .p 

-dRy~ (~.~) dRx~ (~.~) 1 m 
Z +dTzb (~.~) .p ,p p .p 

0 0 0 1 

In this specific model the relative probe system deviation is 

described as a mere translational devlation. taking affect at the end 

of the chain (= centreprobe tip). Aeeordingly, it should 

eonsequentially be notleed that the relative probe rotational 

deviations are direetly ineorperated in the modelled translation 

deviation, and therefore do not have to be eonsidered in these 

matters. 

However, whenever a significant probe extension is used, a 

relationship analogous to Eqs.(2.47) and (2.48) should be applied. 

Notlee that the relative rotational deviations of the probe system are 

then also in question, and aeeordingly ought to be sereened. An 

al ternati.ve option would be to determine the relative probe 

translational deviation for every single extension. 
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•p 
dlx~(r.Y) 

Yp 

dTy~CI'f) 

A 
lb: Ik 

B lb = Xk c Zb: Ik + lp 

~' An abstract represenl,tiOn oF tht vcriOuS probP systens: 
CAl the r;göd probe <Chnpter 2l ~lied es c eenstont tronslot;on tronsFcno. 
CBl the sfitc~ probe syste" <SPSl ~delled os c constant transletion trans

Fer" contc;n;ng botn trcnslct;on end rotct;on dev-.ctiOns, 
<O the ~sur;ng probe syste" Qf'Sl PlOdelled es c vorieble tranmt;on trans

Fer" cent~ both trcnslct.on end rotct;on dev;ctons. 

5 . 2 The measuring probe system CMPS). 

When an object is probed, the spatial displacement of the MPS is 

registrated by displacement transducers in perpendicular directions. 

In effect the MPS could be regardedas a miniature CMM with restricted 

measuring ranges, order of magnitude up to 10 cm. In the case of a 

MPS, the resulting measuring deviation yields: 

óT ( , t ) = óTx.a ( , t ) + óT.,g (x ) + óT.,g ( , t , x ) ~.r ~ -p -o,k ~ -p ~.p -p ~.m ~ -p -p {5.5) 

Ort the right hand side of Eq.{5.5), the first factor again refers to 

the deviations introduced by the kinematic components, the secend 

factor refers to the geometrical deviations of MPS itself, and the 

last factor refers to the deviations due to the misalignment of probe 

and component coordinate systems. Since two measuring systems are now 

involved in the measurement, the probed position coordinates are given 

by the addition: 

~ = ~· + ~p (5.6) 
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In the case of the MPS, the ideal and actual transforms, again 

replacing the constant probe translation transform in Chapter 2 

(Fig.5.1.C), now yield respectively: 

1 0 0 x ·+x 
p p 

:1~ P(x ,X ) 0 1 0 y +y 
• -p -p p p 

0 1 1 Z +z p p 
0 0 0 1 

(5.7) 

1 -dR~ (x ) d~ {x) X +x +dT{ (x ) .p -p .p -p p p .p -p 
* g. dR~ {x ) 1 dR{,p<~p) Y +y +dT~ {x ) :11> p(x ,X ) • -p -p ,p -p p p ,p -p 

-dR{ (x ) .p -p dR{,p<~p) Z +z +dT~ (x ) p p ,p -p 
0 0 0 1 

Since the MPS can be considered to be a miniature CMM, its model is 

equivalent to the one as used for a real CMM {Chapter 2). As a result, 

the MPS related deviation factor is given by Eq.{2.31) with ~ being 

accordingly replaced by x . In [DUFSS] this subject is extensively 
-p 

reviewed. Of course, the presented model can again be extended to 

include non rigid behaviour and thermal effects of the MPS in a way as 

discussed in the case of the CMM. 

In the stated model the measuring systems of both the CMM and probe 

are dealt with separately. However, the two measuring coordinate 

systems are linked so as to establish the probed position coordinates. 

As aresult a deviation factor descrihing the imperfect linking of 

these two coordinate systems is involved. To explain this ef fect, 

consider two perfect misaligned coordinate systems with coinciding 

origins, as illustrated in Fig.5 . 2.A, forming the frames ~ and ~- In 

homogeneaus transfarms the relationship between these specific frames 

is given by the rotational transform: 
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1 -v(~·Ep) T/(~·!p) 0 

~ = v(~·Ep) 1 -~<~·!p) 0 .x = ~(~.t )*x (5.8) -p - -p --p 

-T)(~·!p) ~<~·.!p) 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

Since the components of the CMM are rotating the entire MPS and 

furthermore since thermal effects are included in the modelling of 

these components, the misalignment becomes a function of both the 

component coordinates and thermal variables of the components, i.e. 

~~(~k'!p). 

A 

Figure 

_l.~~"·!pl 
r 

_l. 7)C."U -r _,.. 

5.2: The imperfect linking of the component ond probe coordinote systems 
(A) the two misoligned coordinote systems with coincidin9 origins, 
(B) the relationship between the relotive rotaticnol deviot1on of the components 

ond the misolignment vector, for reesons of simplicity viewed in the 
xz-plone at the crigin ond in position ~· Only the end of the component 
chain ond the reloted frame 8~ are illustroted. 

A fixed point in space, with respect to both frames, is now observed 

in a different manner. Therefore the misalignment of the two measuring 

systems considered, i.e. the last factor on the right hand side of 

Eq.(5.5), results in a deviation descrihing the difference in 

observation: 
(5.9) 

óT~ {~ ,t ,x)= x - ~ = [~- ~(~ ,t ))*x Zb,m -K -p -p -p -K -K -p -p [x ]x[~(~k.t )] -p - -p 

The following relationship can be obtained for the misalignment vector 
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(as illustrated in Fig .5.2.B): 

(5 . 10) 

So, in effect the deviation reveals ltself as an additional set of out 

of squareness parameters given by ·~· which are to be determined at 

~=Q, combined with a rotation of the MPS by the rotations inflicted 

by the kinematic components. 

5.3 Type of probe svstem specific deviations. 

So far, the probe system related deviations have been discussed in 

general terms. However, per type of PS some additional PS specific 

deviation sourees have to be considered . 

The mechanica! PSs detect a measurement in a straight forward manner . 

By touching the object to be measured, i . e. establishing a physical 

contact between the probe tip and object, a deceetion signal is 

generated. This type of prohing involves a measuring force, and 

accordingly two additional aspects are to be conside.red. That is the 

deflection of the probe stylus and the deformation of the probe tip 

under the applied measuring force. A detailed discussion on these 

matterscan be found in [WARS4]. 

Different measurement tasks on a CMM dictate that mechanica! probes 

with various tip radii must be used. The eenere of a probe tip is 

taken as a reference. During the so called probe calibration 

procedure, involving measurement of a spherical standard with a known 

radius, the essential probe tip radius is calculated. If a multiple 

tip probe is used, the relative positions of the tip eentres with 

respect to the previously selected reference tip centre are 

determined . The eaUbration procedure es.tablishes an average tip 

radius from the measured data by means of a best fit algoritme. 

Accordingly, a deviation is introduced in the probe tip radius 

determination. 

Optical prohing is a non-contacting measurement, since an optical path 
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length forms the actual probe. As a result, all the measuring force 

related deviations are eliminated. Here it should be emphasized that 

the d~veloped models of both the SPS as well as the MPS are also valid 

for the optical PSs. 

Finally, here all the effects considered are associated to the static 

behaviour of the PSs . The dynamic sourees of deviation of the PSs are 

not considered, however they might proof to be of concern. 
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mAPTER 6: DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE. 

Obviously CMMs, just like all machinery, have properties of a 

dynamica! nature, i.e. each individual machine part contributes to the 

mass as well as the stiffness of the machine. Loads that change 

considerably as a function of time affect the relative position of the 

CMM. These kind of loads are the dynamica! loadings generated by the 

movements of the environment and, since several parts of the machine 

are intended to move, acceleration forces generated by these kind of 

movements. 

In order to establish the dynarnic behaviour, one needs: (i) a 

description of the dynarnic properties of the CMM, and (ii) information 

about the dynarnic loadings acting on the CMM. 

§.,_1 The dynarn i c 1 oad i ngs . 

The first dynarnic loadings, those induced by vibrations of the 

environment, are best suppressed by a kind of passive isolation of the 

CMM with respect to the floor. Air springs are a good solution in this 

respect, although it must be said seldom applied up to now. 

The second dynarnic loadings, those induced by the acceleration of the 

machine parts that are forced to move, highly depend on the kind of 

motion that is prescribed. The setpoint function is highly responsible 

for the dynarnic response of the· system. In this respect a gradual 

acceleration is advantageous relative to a sudden acceleration. 

6.2 The dynarnic properties of the CMM. 

The dynarnic properties of the CMM are expressed as sets of equations 

of motion {transfer functions). A lot of modelling techniques exist by 

the help of which a detailed description can be set up and associated 

solving methods are available (i.e. finite elemént methods such as 

ANSYS and SYSTAN). Even graphical representations are possible that 

are very suitable for direct comparison with the results of modal 

analysis techniques. 

In order to be insensitive for dynarnic loadings from the outside, a 

very rigid CMM supported by compliant springs is useful. The required 
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compliance of the supporting springs depends on the frequencies of the 

environmental vibrations and on the rigidity of the CMM structure in 

question. A second reason to aim at a rigid machine is that the higher 

the natural frequencies are, the more the machine structure is 

suitable for withstanding dynamic loadings at low rates of deflection. 

In this respect the ratio of the period of the lowest natural 

frequency to the time in which an acceleration grows or falls, is of 

utmost importance {[KOSS6]). 

As a part of this research, an approach comparable to the finite 

elements method has been developed {[NIJB7]) in order to determine the 

natural frequencies of the TUE-cMM . The results of these calculations 

are listed below: 

fl = 

f2 

f3 = 

6.2 Hz: 

13.5 Hz: 

16.1 Hz: 

due to the low mechanica! stiffness of the kinematic 

x-component drive, 

due to the low mechanica! stiffness of the kinematic 

y-component drive, 

the mass of the counterweight in conjunction with the 

low mechanica! stiffness of the structure underneath in 

x-direct ion, 

r4 = 33.8 Hz: due to the low mechanica! stiffness of the kinematic 

z~component drive, 

r5 = 48.6 Hz: the mass of the counterweight in conjunction with the 

low mechanica! stiffness of the structure underneath in 

x-direction. 

6.3 An example of expertmental dynamic analysis. 

The dynamic behaviour of the TUE-cMM is experimentally examined using 

modal analysis. From this expertmental analysis a good insight is 

obtained of the dynamic characteristics of the CMM by measuri.ng the 

dynamic responses at various relevant positions on the structure. 

These responses yield expertmental values for the natural frequencies. 

the mode shapes, and the damping ratios. An extensive review on this 

subject is found in [HIJS3]. 
A commercially available dynamic signal analyser {[HEWS3]), equipped 

withafast Fourier transformer, is used. An accelerometer is attached 
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to the end of the kinematica! chain of the CMM. At the various 

predefined positions (i} the structure is excited in three 

perpendicular directions by applying a ~pecific force. Here, the force 

signal f . (t} is generated by the impact of a hammer, equipped with a 
1 

force transducer. The recorded signal of the accelerometer is 

integrated twice, thus delivering the displacement signa! qi(t}. 

Establishing the ratio of the displacement signal versus the force 

signa! (q.(t}/f . (t), dynamic compliance) yields the unknown dynamic 
1 1 

transfer function ~1 (t). Since little information can be gained in the 

time domain, the transfer function is obtained in the frequency domain 

(~(w)) by means of fast fourier transformations. 

The mode shapes for the experimentally determined natura! frequencies 

under the 60 Hz of the TUE-cMM, are illustrated below. 

----------·----------

MODE 

FREQ (HZ) 

5. 75 

DAMP (X) 

12. 82 

s 

f 1 = 5.8 Hz: due to the low mechanica! stiffness of the kinematic 

x-component drive. 
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HOOE 

2 

. FREO (HZ) 

15. 71 

0A)41> (X) 

13.20 

s 

r2 = 15.7 Hz: due to the low mechanica! stiffness of the kinematic 

y-component drive. 

MODE 

3 

FREO (HZ) 

24 . 47 

0~1!?(~) 

7.23 

s 

r3 = 24 . 4 Hz : the mass of the counterweight in conjunction with the 

low mechanica! stiffness of the structure underneath in 

x-direct ion. 
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MODE 

FREQ (HZ) 

34.03 

DAMP (X) 

7.66 

s 

r4 34.0 Hz: due to torsion of the counterweight about the structure 

underneath. 

MODE 

5 

FREQ IHZ) 

44.30 

DAMP (X) 

4.83 

s 

r5 = 44.3 Hz: the mass of the counterweight in conjunction with the 

low mechanica! stiffness of the structure underneath in 

y-direction. 
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Comparison of the theoretica! and expertmental results showed only 

minor differences. These differences may be the result of calculation 

errors in the mass and stiffness elements, which are to be executed 

for the theoretica! determination of the natura! frequencies of the 

TUE-c:MM. 

6 . 4 Estimations for the external dynamic deviations . 

Since the static deviations (stat) and the dynamic deviations (dyn) of 

a CMM can be treated separately, the volumetrie measuring accuracy of 

the CMM yields: 

6Tx. (x. , t ) = {6Tx.a(x. . t )} +{6Tx. (x. )}d -o -o -p -o -o -p stat -o -o yn (6.6) 

where the dynamic part can be divided into the deviations caused by 

environmental vibrations, and the deviations induced by accelerations 

of the kinematic components. 

Here, only the effects of the environmental vibrations are considered . 

Since the magnitude and frequencies of the environmental vibrations 

are determined by the time dependable behaviour of the surroundings of 

a CMM, it is only possible to estimate their maximal effect . In the 

former section the results of the modal analysis of the TUE-cMM are 

represented for just one specific position of the kinematic 

components. However, from the analysis at several positions it can be 

concluded that the largest dynamic deviations occur when the drive 

transmission lengtbs are as long as possible {~=~)- AD estimation 

of the maximal vibration effects will therefore now be defined as: 

{öT~(~}}env ~ (6.1} 

where A1 (X ) are the observed maximal amplitudes per direction ,max -max 
(i=x.y,z) for a specific frequency. Naturally, the associated 

measurements have to be carried out under circumstances.which are 

representative for the usual environmental conditions. 
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PART II: 

Quality control system. 



mAPTER 7: MEASUREMENT METIJODS AND PROC:EDURES OONCERNING STATIC 

BEHAVIOUR. 

So far all the deviation sourees related to the static behaviour of 

the CMM have been discussed in theoretica! terms. The associated 

deviation parameters depend on variables such as the position of the 

kinematic components, the characteristic temperatures, and the 

characteristic thermal gradients. In order to calibrate a CMM, t he 

functional dependencies on the associated variables of the various 

deviation parameters must first be determined empirically . For this 

two measuring methods are available, these being the semi continuous 

and discrete measuring methods. 

The empirica! determination of probe system related deviations farms a 

separate item and is discussed in the last section. 

~ The semi continuous measuring method . 

The semi continuous measuring methad involves measuring instruments 

with which it is possible to measure a particular deviation parameter 

at an arbitrary position on the measuring axis of the instrument. In a 

measuring set-up this axis is ligned up with one of the kinematica! 

axes of the CMM. Therefore, in this situation a measuring instrument 

monitors the dependency of a particular deviation parameter on a 

s i ngle kinematic position coordinate, as defined in sections 2.3 . 1, 

3.4 and 4.3. As far as thermal behaviour is concerned , the changes in 

the characteristic temperatures and characteristic thermal gradients 

must be negligibly small whilst a deviation parameter is being 

monitored, i.e. the change in the thermal variables should be so small 

that the associated change in the parameter under observation is 

negligibly small within the accuracy of the measurement itsel f . 

It is pertinent to mention that the continuous measuring method 

effectively forms the framewerk on which the models descrihing the 

static behaviour of the CMM structure {chapter 2-4) are defined. 
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Choice of 

measuring 

instrument 

Set defaults 

of particular 

instrument 

measurement 

settings: ~· 

geometrical 

measurement 

features 

set thermal 

sensor scan-

ni 

calibration 

of the ther-

mal sensors 

SETTINGS+STORING 
MEASUREMENf =====>!START or END! I 

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. ..... . ... . ............ . . . . r-----'L-----, 

measure the thermal profile of the CMM by 

~u.!_o~.!_e~ ~~!!.i~_o.f.. .!_h~.!_h~r~.!_~e!!.s~_r~--

start middle end 

THERM AL 
MEAS . 

automated 

displacement 

of the CMM . to 

the required 

position i 

at 

if k<ni+l then i==i+l 

else i::::i-1 

the average 

from n readings 
p 

osition i 

CEOMETRICAL MEASUREMENTS 

storing and 

presen ta t ion 

of raw data 

instrument 

reading 

.l~~·-a~t~.l 
CMM position 

Table 7.1: General flowchart with the main features of the software 

modul CADAQ {Çomputer Aided ~ta Acquisition on thermal and 

geometrical Çuantities), which is used to perform automated 

measurements on the required parameters. 
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7.1.1 Autornaeed measurements of the various quantities. 

In order to determine the measuring devi ation structure in the 

measuring volume of the TUE-cMM, a considerable amount of geometrical 

and thermal quantities must be measured. The associated measurements 

are somewhat time consuming for the following reasons. Special 

attention must be paid to the measurement intervals on the instrument 

axis sa as to reveal the eventual presence of characteristic periadie 

terms in the deviation parameter under observation. These periadie 

terms may result from the manufacturing process of the measuring 

systems. Also, in order to get an impression of possible backlash 

effects in the deviation parameter, the measuring positions have to be 

approached from two eppesite directions. Furthermore, the measurements 

may be disturbed by random deviations, due to the sensivity of the CMM 

to environmental vibrations. Since this is also the case for this 

specific CMM, multiple measurements on one position coordinate are 

needed to buildan average deviation value , thereby eliminating the 

random contributions. 

During a geometrical measurement a virtually stable thermal profile of 

the CMM is required . Therefore, in order to keep the changes in the 

thermal variables as small as possible , the duration of a complete 

measurement is minimized as far as is possible. 

Within the limits of the available equipment, a suitable measurement 

procedure is developed covering the requirements as discussed. A 

general view of the arrangement of the system hardware and the 

flowchart of the associated software package (CADAQ) is g iven in 

Fig.7.1 (next page) and Table 7.1 respectively. Befare performing a 

specific measurement, the CADAQ program requests information about the 

following items: the type of geometrical measurement to be performed , 

the type of measuring instrument used , both the starting (~) and end 

position (X ) of the displacement trajec t ory of the CMM, the number of 
~ 

pos i tion intervals (n.), the number of samples per pos i tion (n ). and 
l p 

the number of measurement cycles (n ). c 
In the case of .the TUE-CMM, the lineari ty measurements, the out of 

straightness measurements and the associated out of squareness 

measurements are performed by means of a laserinterferomet er . All the 

rotational measurements are executed using either an el ectronic level 
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Fiqure 7.1: 

NI abstract view on the 
arrangement of the system 
hardware involved in the 
meesurement procedures lor the 
dato ocquisition on lhermal and 
geametricol quontities. As on 
example a flllearity meesurement 
of lhe x -axis of lhe Ct.ll.f is 
shown. 

or an autocollimator. The recording of the temperature profile of the 

CMM is performed by means of four wire measurements in a set of 

reststance temperature detectors in conjunction with a scanner and a 

digital multi-meter. In order to detect any possible significant 

changes in the temperature profile . recordings are made at the start 

of a measurement, at the reversal position, and at the end. A more 

detailed discussion of the various measuring methods associated with 

the data acquisition of thetmal and geometrical quantities will be 

given in the next two sections. Only the recording of rotational 

measurements is still to be automated, all other required operations 

being completely computer controlled. 

7.1.2 The geometrical measuring instruments. 

All measuring instruments employed are commercially available and 

their measurement accuracies are given in Table 7.2. The laser

interferometer and the associated optical equipment are manufactured 

by Hewlett-Packard {HP 5508 series, [HEWS4]). both the alignment 

telescape and autocollimator are manufactured by Taylor-Hobson 

([TAYS4]). and finally the electronic level is manufactured by Wyler. 
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GEOMETRICAL QUANTITY MEASURING INSTRUMENT AOOJRACY LIMITS 

Lineari ty deviation Laserinterf erometer 0.05 + 0.20*L [J.lm] 

Out of straightness Laserinterf erometer 0.40 + 0.05MD [J.Lm] 

deviation Alignment telescope 20.00 + 5.00*L fuml 
Rotational deviation Laserinterf erometer 0 . 1 ["] 

Electronic level 0.2 ["] 

Autocollimator 0.5 r"l 
Out of squareness Laserinterf erometer 0.4 ["] 

deviation {+ pentagon prism) 

Table 7.2: The accuracy limits of the measuring instruments employed, 

where the unit of the measuring length L is in [m], and the 

measured value of the deviation D is given in [J.Lm]. 

7.1.3 The thermal measuring equipment. 

The resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) are essentially bifilair 

wire wound resistors, mounted strain-free, that exhibit moderate 

positive temperature coefficients of resistance versus temperature. A 

major souree of uncertainty in the measurement of temperature with 

RTDs is the resistance of the lead wires connecting the sensor to the 

instrument since these usually also have a temperature coefficient of 

resistance. In order to avoid these unpredictable deviation sourees in 

the temperature measurement, the so called four wire measurement 

method is applied. Here, a stabie known current is driven through the 

sensor and the lead resistances, Ll and L4 as illustrated in Fig.7.2.A 

(next page). Due to the high input impedance of the measurement 

circuit of the digital multi-meter {DMM, [KEIS7]). there is virtually 

no current flow and, as a result, the DMM monitors the voltage across 

the RTD. In effect the four wire metbod eliminates the lead resistance 

effects. Since multiple RTD readings are involved in the determination 

of the thermal profile of the CMM, the measurement set up is extended 

with a scanner (Fig.7.2.B). 

Here, platinum 100 Ohm resistors (PT-100) are used as thermal sensors . 

The sensors are attached to the surface of the TUE-cMM structure by 

means of a permanent magnet, and are shielded from any disturbing 
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F;gure 72: The te"perature r~easurer~ent e~eMent: 
(Al the rour lire l'leasurel'lent l'lethod, 

v 
KE!THLEY 
SCAN~ 706 

(8) the arrangenent oî digitcll Mul ti Meter (IJMH) and scanner. 

thermal influences of the environment by the construction of the 

thermal probe, containing the sensor, as illustrated in Fig.7.3. 

Within the limitsof the required accuracy (0.05 °C) and the measuring 

range of interest (10-30 °C), the thermal behaviour of the PT-1005 can 

according to DIN IEC 751 be considered linear, yielding: 

SrDEV!EII <CRDSS-SECHONl BDTTOHVIEIJ 

SH[LO CCillRONl PERMANENT MAGNET 

~;~~ 
CHH SURFACE RrD <PT100) CDNr AlNER <BRASSl 

Figure 7J, The cons truct;on oî the themal sensors 
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(7.1) 

A=l/0 .388 ( 0 C/Ohm) 

where the linear constant A is taken from DIN lEe 751 at 20 °e, and 

the constants Bei are determined in the calibration procedure . During 

this calibration procedure the Pt-100 sensors are in a state of 

thermal equilibrium with a calibrated reference PT-10 sensor 

((VELSS)). Since the temperature of the reference sensor determines 

the absolute accuracy· of the thermal sensors, it is determined 

absolutely as follows. According to IPTS-68 (International fractical 

Iemperature §cales) standards, an approximate temperature (t') of the 
r 

PT-10 reference sensor (manufacturer Heraeus) is determined from the 

relationship: 

= R .[a.t• 2+b . t'+l) o r r · 
(7.2) 

0 -2 0 -1 a=-5.84SOOOO*E-7 [ e ), b=3.985390û*E-3 [ e ), R =10.8868 [Ohm) 
0 

where R is the calibrated reststance value of the reference sensor at 
0 

0 °e (icepoint). The constants a and bare calibrated values 

determined at fixed points of the temperature scale as defined by 

IPTS-68. The absolute temperature tr according to IPTS-68 now yields : 

t'= t +c . t 2+d.t +e r r r r 
(7 .3) 

Furthermore, in order to eliminate any deviations associated with the 

instability of the current source, two calibrated temperature standard _ 

resistors (manufacturer Bleeker, RslO and RslOO) are added to the 

temperature measurement set up. While monitoring the reststance value 

of the ith thermal sensor (R1 ), its value is corrected in the ,meas 
followihg manner: 
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(7.4} 

RslOO,cal=100.0007 [Ohm] 

where RslOO,cal is the calibrated resistance value of the standard 

sensor RslOO at 20 °C. A similar correction is performed using the 

standard reststance RslO while monitoring the reference PT-10 sensor 

(RslO,cal=l0.00009 [Ohm]). 

7.2 The discrete measuring method. 

The discrete measuring method involves measuring objects (=test 

objects), whose calibrated measures are determined by the CMM. 

Therefore, a test object provides the ability to measure the relative 

translational deviation between two positions in the direction of the 

object axis. Unless this axis is aligned to one of the kinematica! 

axes a certain combination of the deviation parameters, dependent on 

multiple kinematic position coordinates, is monitored. As a result, 

the various parameters involved are not easily isolated, especially if 

these parameters are of a comparable magnitude. 

However, due to its sampling nature and the involvement of all 

possible sourees of deviation, a measuring object is a first-rate 

means to perferm periodic calibration tests on the CMM. 

7.2.1 Theoretica! analysis of the possibilities of test objects. 

In this research test objects are primarily employed in the periodic 

calibration tests. However, in theory, the discrete measuring method 

can also be used in the acceptance test, which in effect is the 

surveying of the deviation structure in the measuring volume of the 

CMM. At the moment, the Metrology Laberatory of Eindhoven University 

of Technology is performing research to the possible employment of 

test objects in the acceptance test. Here, only the basic principle 

will be discussed briefly, since this specific part of the research is 

yet to be completed. 

As will be discussed in Chapter 9, the relative three dimensional 

translational deviation can be described as a polynomial function: 
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(7.5) 

containing the independable variables xb (CMM position) and t (CMM - -p 
thermal profile), and a set of p unknown parameters ê· The values of 

the parameters ê are now retrieved from the test object measurements. 

The measured deviation in the ith-length measurement, executed on a 

certain test object, can be represented by the following relationship: 

dLi = {öT~(~2.i'Ip2,i'ê)}proj 
-{öT~(~l.i'Ipl,i'ê)}proj + fi 

(7 . 6) 

as illustrated in Fig .7.4. Where dLi is the observed deviation from 

the nomina! (=calibrated) value of the measuring length L. and fi is 

the random deviation in this observation. If an number of k~p 
,.. 

independable observations are performed, an estimator ê can be derived 

using the least squares method: 

. . . [ T ] m1n1m1ze ~ ·~ 

6Txbn<xb2.,T 2'' R) - - ,I -p ,I/=!. 

' beunding cuboid of Mensuring voluMe 
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Figure 7.4: 
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Mensurel'lent (L) 

in the Mensuring 
voluMe of the 
CMM, invalving n 
probing of the 

2b positions ~bl,i 
nnd ~b2,ï 



Combined with the stepwise regressionprocedure the relevant terms in 

the polynomial description and the values of the associated parameters 

~ . can be determined (see Chapter 9). ' Naturally, thesetof 
1 

k observations should cover the whole of the measuring volume of the 

CMM in order to be representative of the CMM's behaviour. Furthermore, 

since the time interval between· the probing of both positions (~1 .i 

and ~2.i) of the ith-length measurement is sufficiently small, 

Ipl,i=!p2 ,ibecomes valid. A detailed discussion on this specific 

subject can be found in [SOOSS]. 

7.2.2 The test object employed. 

Since in the framework of this thesis a test object is mainly used to 

perform tests duringa periodic calibration test, slip gauges of 

various lengths are used. This choice is based on the fact that to 

date slip gauge measurements offer the highest accuracy in length 

measurement compared to other current test objects. 

In slip gauge measurements two different aspects are of concern. One 

aspect is the bending of the slip gauge due to its own weight. 

Therefore, the support of the slip gauge has to agree with certain 

conditions in order to obtain two parallel measuring faces ([LEI54]) . 

Another aspect is the correction which must be made for the difference 

between the expansions of the slip gauge and the measuring scales of 

the CMM ([TEE86]) . 

Of course, also step gauges can be used for these measurements 

provided their calibration has been carried out with sufficient 

accuracy. 

7.3 Measurements concerning the probe system. 

The TUE-CMM is equipped with a switching probe system (SPS). In order 

to obtain data on the probe system related deviations, measurements 

are performed on a spherical standard with a known radius (R ). s 
Provided the out of roundness of both the probe tip (radius Rt) and 

spherical standard are negligible, the difference in the observed 

radius R (~.~) and the actual radius gives the absolute deviation in 
0 

radial direction: 
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dr(~.~) = R (~.~) - R - Rt 0 s (7.8) 

In cartesian coordinates, t~e relative translation deviation of the 

SPS in Eq.(5.1) now yields: 

(7.9) 

Naturally, since the kinematic components are involved in the 

measurement itself, they introduce deviations. However, if the radius 

of the spherical standard is in the order of several millimetres, the 

deviations of the kinematic components will be small compared to those 

of the SPS. However, if unfortunately they are of the same order one 

has to correct for their influences. 
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mAPTER 8: TIIE QUALITI OONTROL OF COORDINATE MEASURING MAOUNES. 

So far, the necessary mathematical models descrihing the various 

sourees of deviation have been generated. Also, both measuring methods 

and the measurement procedures required for the data acquisition on 

the relevant geometrical and thermal quantities, have been discussed. 

Now these two elements are combined as to establish a Quali ty Control 

System (QCS} for CMMs. 

The very essence of a QCS is firstly an extensive survey foliowed by a 

surveillance of the performance of a CMM (both with respect to its 

volumetrie measuring accuracy}. To start with, a draftof the CMM 

specifications concerning its volumetrie measuring accuracy must be 

prepared for the following reasons. The current standards of CMM 

specifications (Sect.1.7} mainly demand a testing of the CMM 

performance based on samples taken at random, that is calibrated 

lengtbs are measured at different positions in the measuring volume. 

Furthermore, in some standards the determination of the various 

geometrical parameters is discussed, however a link between these 

specific parameters and the volumetrie measuring accuracy is not 

established. Therefore, bere a new standard of CMM specifications is 

proposed which is defined on a more structured basis. 

~ Drafting of the three dimensional measuring accuracy 

specifications. 

The measurements performed by a CMM are basically length measurements 

in three dimensions, i.e. the spatial distances between the probed 

positions are determined. Therefore, the al.lowable uncertainty in the 

three dimensional length measurement is the quantity to be specified. 

In genera!, a three dimensional length measurement in the volume of a 

CMM can be represented as: 

(8. 1} 

Where ~1 and ~2 are the two probed position coordinates, which 

contain deviations (~1 .~2} due totheimperfect behaviour of the 

CMM, in effect: 
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~~ = ~~ + ~~ • i=1,2 (8.2} 

Thus ~1 and ~2 are the true probèd position coordinates, and so the 

true va1ue of the measured length becomes: 

Since L'(~1 .~2) is a continuous lunetion near ~1 .~2 it can be 

expanded as a Taylor Series: 

(8.3) 

Here R is the remalnder term, which can be disregarded since the 

coefficients of varlation ( for instanee ~1-xb1 ) of an order two or 

higher are bere generally small compared to the first order terms. 

Combining Eq.(8.1)-(8.4), gives the deviation of the measured length 

as: 

(8.5) 

= 

Eq.(8.5) contains terms such as ~2-~1 . This term is in effect the 

occuring relative translation deviation when the CMM is displaced from 

position ~1 to xb2. The systematic part of this specific deviation 

can be determined from the relationships as established in 

Chapters 2-5 combined with the available measuring data from the 

various deviation parameters involved'. However in this case, the 

length measuring uncertainty would only be determined for one specific 

length measurement . Therefore, in order to obtain an estimation of the 

upper limit of the length measuring uncertainty in the whole of the 

measuring volume, the following approach is taken. If the deviations 
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dxb1-dxb2 . dyb1-dyb2 . and d~1-dzb2 are considered to be of a unknown 

systematic nature, then they can be treated as if they were random 

deviations (NEN 3114, [NEN87]). In that case, since the variables ~i 

are independent, the varianee in the measured length can be 

approximated thus: 

(8.6) 

where Li is the measured length in the i-direction. Since both the 

position veetors ~land ~2 can represent any random position within 

the measuring volume, a realistic estimation of the upper limit of the 

measured length varianee yields: 

(S.7) 

~bere L. is the maximal possible length which can be measured in 1,max 
the i-direction (= range of 1-kinematic axis), and S is the standard 

deviation. In his turn, S[Li] is a function of various deviation 

parameters, as discussed in Chapters 2-5 . Therefore, proceeding in a 

similar way as before, i.e. consiclering the deviation parameters to.be 

of an unknown systematic nature and independent, the standard 

deviation in the x-, y-, or z-direction yields: 

2 1/2 S[L1] ~ { ~ S [effect of parameter j) } 
j 

(S.S) 
i x, y. z j = all parameters involved 

The standard deviation of a translation parameter is now interpreted 

as 25 % of the range of measured values observed for the parameter in 

question (Fig.S .l, next page). Since the effect of a rotatien 

parameter is given as a beam length times the value of the parameter. 

its standard deviation is taken as the maximum possible beam length 

multiplied by 25% of the range of measured values observed for this 

parameter. The standard deviation arising from an out of squareness 
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taken as the maximum possible beam length multiplied by 50% of the 

observed value (=constant} of the parameter .in question. 

The deduced uncertainty in Eq.(8.7) is the volumetrie or the so called 

3D-specification {S[L]=S30). In an analogous manner the two 

dimensional (2D-} specifications for the xy-, xz-, and yz-plane 

respectively, are obtained as: 

ij = xy, XZ, yz (8.9) 

A 2D-specification is valid for measurements performed in a random 

plane parallel to the plane formed by two of the kinematic machine 

axes as specified in the specification. Finally, the lD-specifications 

yield: 

(8. 10) 

The lD-specifications are valid for measurements performed parallel to 

one of the kinematic machine axes as specified. Notlee that the number 

of deviation parameters, involved in the determination of the accuracy 

specification. decreases as the number of the dimensions of .the 

specificatien decreases. For instance, no out of squareness parameters 
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are involved in the determination of a 1D-specification. Normally, the 

CMM manufacturers define their accuracy specifications according to 

the so called mask method: 

!dL!. ~A. +B1.L. i 
1 1 

lD, 2D, 3D (8.11) 

Where A. and B. are constants, and their values are specified by the 
1 1 

manufacturers. In order to agree to the manufacturers own 

specifications within 95% probability, a CMM has to fulfil the 

following conditions: 

2.S3D ~ A3D + B3D.{ L~.max + L~.max + L~.max }1/2 

2 Sij < A B { L2 L2 }1/2 
· 2D - 2D + 2D" . i,max + j ,max (8.12) 

In effect, in the right hand side of Eq.(S.12) the measured length L 

is again being replaced by its highest possible value. 

8.2 Acceptance tests. 

An acceptance test is in effect an empirica! determination of the 

complete set of deviation parameters. Therefore, this test could be 

regarcled as an extensive survey of the measuring deviation within the 

measuring volume of the CMM. 

Whenever a new CMM is delivered, this extensive test should be 

executed in order to test the machine specifications as defined by the 

manufacturer (Eq.(8.12)). An exception to this ruleis with 

numerically corrected CMMs. This will be discussed in Sect.S.3. On the 

whole, five types of measurements are involved in an acceptance test, 

and they will now be discussed again taking the TUE-cMM .as an example. 

8.2.1 The geometrical parameters. 

The geometrical parameters form a basic set of parameters which always 

have to be determined. In the case of the TUE-CMM this results in a 

set of parameter measurements as illustrated in Fig.8.2.A. Three 
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linearity measurements, three out of squareness measurements each 

consisting of two out of straightness measurements, and six rotational 

measurements must be taken. If it is not possible to execute the 

necessary measurements in the base frame, corrections must be made as 

discussed in Sect.2.3.1. 

During the geometrical parameter measurements the thermal profile. of 

for instanee the kinematic y-component, is monitored as fellows. A set 

of thermal sensors is attached to the inside of the hollow y-guideway 

as illustrated in Fig.8.3 (next page). The sensors sl.Yi are 

positioned as near as possible to the scale of the y-measuring system. 

and their readings represent the temperature tyi = Tl,Yi of the 

y-component at position Yi. The associated thermal gradients are 

obtained as: 

(8.13) 

In the thermal model of the TUE-cMM the x-directed thermal gradient of 

the kinematic y-component (gx ) is not included, since its influence 
y 

is assumed to be negligible. However. in this case it was monitored to 

test the validity of this assumption. Later, the characteristic 
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Figure 8.3: A schemolicol representolion of lhe lhermol sensor positions in !he inside of lhe hollow 
guidewoy of !he kinemoticol y-component. 

thermal variables must be selected from these i-sensors, i.e. the 

readings of the thermal sensor with the highest correlation factor 

with respect to the thermally induced deviation parameter in question 

must be selected. 

It would be too elaborate to illustrate the complete set of 

measurements concerning the geometrical parameters. Therefore, here it 

is confined to three typical examples which are representative of the 

entire set of geometrical parameters. As an example for linearity 

measurements the parameter óTxmx{~) is shown in Fig.8.4.A (next 

page) . Note here the superimposed characteristic saw tooth with a wave 

length ~ 50 mm and an amplitude~ 1 ~· The difference in the forward 

and backward readings are only a few tenths of a micrometre, so the 

backlash if present is negligibly small compared to the systematic 

part of the parameter observed. As can be seen the temperature profile 

(square=start, circle=middle, triangle=end} hardly changes during the 

measurement of the parameter, and no real thermal gradient is observed 

in the temperature distribution of the x-measuring scale. In Fig.8.4.B 

the residue of the out of straightness measurement órTxmy(yb) is 

illustrated. Combined with the out of the straightness measurement of 

óTymx(~) the associated out of squareness parameter is determined as 
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a =12.1 ~m/m. Note that the y-measuring scale shows a small thermal m 

gradient (~ 0.5 °C/m), and the difference in the forwardandreverse 

readings are again a few tenths of a micrometre. Finally, the results 

of the measurement on the rotational parameter öRymy{yb) is 

illustrated in Fig.8.4.C. 

In order to obtain the modelled parameters öT~x(~). örT~y(yb), ~

and öR~y(yb) from the measurement data of Fig.S.2, corrections must 

made with respect to both the reference values of the thermal 

variables and position of measurement . 

8.2.2 Mass force parameters. 

According to the developed mass force model, the following parameters 

must be measured: one linearity parameter, one out of squareness 

parameter combined with one out of straightness parameter, and two 
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rotational parameters at various positions of Ybi as illustrated in 

Fig.8.2.B. As an example the modelled x-linearity parameter 

óT~x(~,Ybi). which is obtained from the measurements as described, 

is illustrated in Fig.8.5 (next page). The results of these 

measurements clearly show the presence of finite stiffness effects, 

which are certainly nat negligible compared to the associated 

geometrical parameter óT~x(~). Therefore, the behaviour of this 

specific machine cannot be modelled using only the geometrical model 

based on rigid body kinematics, this does not suffice in this case. 

Generally, in order to prevent a superfluous number of measurements 

being taken, the significanee of this specific linearity parameter can 

as a start fir s t be verified at a position Ybi~.Yr/3, befare 

executing the complete set of measurements at every single position 

Ybi" It should be noted that the mass force parameters are machine 

type specific parameters, that is these parameters behave equally for 

all the machines of this type, whereas the geometrical parameters 

differ for every single machine of the same type. 
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8 .2.3 Thermal parameters. 

In order to effect changes in the thermal profile of the TUE-CMM, an 

enelosure was built in the Labaratory around the machine. A heating 

element with a variabie output is used to alter the thermal conditions 

inside the enelosure (the CMM environment). Fig.8.6.A shows the 

changes in the therrral profile of the TUE-CMM (steel body) while 

heating the enelosure with a certain constant input. It can be seen 

that after some time thermal equilibrium is reached , where the changes 

in the horizontal gradient (~.2 °C/m) are rather small compared to 

the changes in the vertical gradient (~1.0 °C/m). Here , the 

characteristic thermal gradients are taken as the average of four 

readings from the thermal sensors placed at equidistant intervals on 

the kinematie y-componen t. 

The complete set of thermal parameters as illustrated in Fig .8 . 2.C is 

yet to be measured. However, in order to obtain an indication of their 

significance, the thermal dependency on the gradient gz of the 
y 
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thermal parameter 6Rxbyc(yb,gzy) has already been measured for one 

specific value Gz = 0.41 °C/m {Fig.8.6.B) with respect to the y 

reference gradient Gz yr 0.05 °C/m. The results strongly indicate the 

influence of the thermal gradients on the volumetrie measur ing 

accuracy of the CMM . since this thermal rotation parameter 

{maximum: 1.8 '') rotates a maximum beam lengthof 450 mm. yielding a 

maximum y-translation deviation of nearly 5 ~· 

Furthermore. the first measurements showed that the characteristic 

thermal gradients are considerably influenced by the position of the 

y-slide due to air circulation caused by its air hearings . 

As far as the linearity parameters are concerned, the thermal 

dependency on the associated characteristic component temperatures is 

assumed to be linear (Eq.(4.8)}, where U ff is taken as the value m, e 
specified by the manufacturer and the component temperature i s taken 

as the average of the readings of the associated thermal sensors. To 

date the thermal profile measurements reveal a virtually constant 

temperature distribution on the measur ing scales, the refore a linear 

approximation is justified . However , this assumption is yet to be 

verified by adequate measurements under various ambient thermal 

condi ti ons . 

Finally. it should again be noted that the thermal parameters a re 

specific to the machine type . 
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8.2.4 ?robe system related deviations. 

The results of the measurement concerning the probe system related 

deviation. executed as discussed in Sect.7.3, are illustrated in 

Fig.8.7. These results show a maximal relative deviation of 2 ~m with 

an uncertainty in measurement of ~ 0.5 ~ in the direction of probing. 

The three lobbed deviation pattern. which is characteristic for the 

behaviour of these types of mechanica! switching probe systems. can be 

recognised studying the results of Fig.8.7 carefully . 

~ The deviet;oo of the sw;tching probe syste" 11 the ~ect;oo of probtlg <sptwriCcl coordiootes ' end yl. 

8.3 Numerically corrected coordinate measuring machines. 

In the case of a numerically corrected CMM the three dimensional 

translation deviation. due to the behaviour of the CMM hardware . is 

either completely or partially corrected numerically. Therefore, it is 

pointless performing an acceptance test as discussed previously. since 

the translational parameters. if measured, contain numerical 

corrections. Nevertheless. the rotational parameters can still be 

determined directly. because no corrections are made for these. 

As a result. the only remaining option for an acceptance test is to 

perfarm random length measurements. Therefore. the CMM specifications 

are tested in a direct manner. in effect: 

lD. 2D. 3D (8.14) 

In lD these measurements can be executed by the laserinterferometer 
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(linearity measurement), wbere tbey are at least performed at botb tbe 

smallest and greatest comparative positions per axis (Fig.B.S.A, 

Sect .2.3 . 1). For botb tbe 20- and 3D-lengtb measurements slip gauges 

are employed. Tbe selected slip gauge positions sbould be 

representative of tbe CMM behaviour, and accordingly tbey sbould cover 

tbe entire measuring volume. Tbe metbod employed is illustrated in 

Fig.S.S.B, and is in agreement witb tbe directives, concerning tbis 

specific subject , in tbe standards of botb tbe VDI-2617 and ASME. As 

can be deduced from Fig.S.S.B, observations must be made on te four 

spatial diagonals, on tbe diagonals of tbree planes inside tbe volume 

wbicb are positioned in tbe middle, and on tbe diagonals of tbe six 

planes at tbe boundaries of tbe volume respectively. This specific 

metbod involves botb tbe 2D- and 3D-specifications. 

8.4 Periodic calibration tests. 

The periodic calibration test is an performance test of wbetber tbe 

deviations occurring change witb time. Compared to the acceptance 

test , tbe periodic test is restricted by tbe limitations in tbe amount 

of acquired data . Again tbe CMM is tested directly, witb respect to 

its accuracy as specified by the manufacturer (Eq.(B . l4)). by a 

certain number of slip gauge measurements at various positions in tbe 

measuring volume of the CMM, i.e. samples are taken at random. The 

lD-specification can be tested either by performing slip gauge 

measurements or by employing the laserinterferometer again at botb the 
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smallest and greatest comparative positions. Both the 2D- and 

3D-specifications are tested in a manner as discussed in the farmer 

section. 

Finally, it is recommended that the time interval between successive 

periadie calibration tests must be inversely proportional to the 

frequency of use of the CMM. 

8 . 5 A guality control system. 

A quality control system (QCS) can be divided in two parts, an 

acceptance test at delivery and periadie calibration test afterwards. 

Bath parts have been already discussed extensively in previous 

sections, and they can now be combinedas to forma QCS. In Table 8.1 

(next page) the framewerk of the QCS is illustrated. 

This QCS is incorporated in a computer program ([THE87)). This 

automatically provides a determination of: (i) the .relevant 

geometrical deviation parameters per CMM type, (ii) a generation of 

both the required acceptance test and periadie calibration test per 

CMM type, (iii) a data processing combined with a data base, (iv) and 

finally a verification with respect to the CMM specifications. At 

present this program can be used to analyse CMMs consisting of 

translational kinematic components based on rigid body kinematics. 

Furthermore, the thermal dependencies of the component measuring 

systems are assumed to be linear. However, this program is to be 

extended to include both the relevant mass force parameters and 

thermal parameters as well as rotational kinematic components. To 

date, this program is used at Volvo Car BV (NL) in order to monitor 

the state of over twenty CMMs. 
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r QUALITY alNTROL SYSTEM l1 

Acx:::EPT ANCE TEST PERIODIC CALIBRATION = = 
l(delivery) TEST (control) 

~numerically l 
corrected CMM 

~~on numerically I 
corrected CMM 

A 
determine relevant parameters and their 

associated effects on the 3D-translatio-

nal deviation & develop measuring methods 

and measurement procedures for each CMM 

[ 
extended periodic execute the required perferm measure-

calibration test measurements for every ments as given 

(Sec t. 8. 3-8 .4) single parameter in Sect.8.4 

Jl Jl Jl 
check the specifi- check the speelf i ca ti ons check the · speci fi-

cations directly indirectly {estimation) cations directly 

I(Eq.{S.14)) according to Eq. (8 . 12) I{Eq . (8.14)) 

[ ll [ 
CMM wi thin specifications : set date of next periodic calibr. test 

CMM out of specif ications: contact manufacturer for adjustment and 

subsequently perferm a new accept. test 

Table S . l: The general Quality Control System (QCS) framework. 
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OiAPTER 9: NUMERICAL ERROR <DRRECriON. 

A means of improving the systematic accuracy of a CMM. is to employ 

better quality hardware. For instance. improvements in the structural 

design of the CMM may reduce the finite stiffness deviations. Also, 

improving the quality of both the guideway and measuring scale 

manufacturing process will reduce the geometrical contributions. 

However, compared to the latter alternative, the numerical error 

correction method is an inexpensive way to improve the CMM 

performance. Since the numerical error correction is based on the 

models developed in this research (Chapter 2-5), it indirectly 

repres·ents a test of the value of these. Furthermore, a functional 

description of the relative three dimensional translational deviation 

is gained using this correction method, thus allowing this deviation 

to be mapped as a continuous item. 

~ Numerical error correction method. 

A numerical error correction implies a correction of the measured 

coordinates of the CMM (~ } for the relative three dimensional -o,meas 
translational deviation, at these specific coordinates and depending 

on the actual thermal profile of the CMM (t }. yielding: -p,meas 

(9. 1} 

In order to obtain a continuous description of the correction in the 

whole of the measuring volume of the CMM, a functional description of 

the relative three dimensional translational deviation is to be 

generated based on the data obtained from the various deviation 

parameters. 

9.1.1 A polynomial description of the deviation parameters. 

In principle, any combination of elementary mathematica! functions can 

be used to describe a specific deviation. Here a choice is made to 

employ polynomials, mainly due to the simplicity in the evaluation of 

their functional values during the actual correction. 
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Therefore, all the absolute deviation parameters with respect to the 

component frames, and dependent on one variabie are written as 

polynomials of the order n, for instance: 

1Z ~IZ g -~·~ 2 g n dTxx-(x.) = TXXu-+TXXl .x. +i }~.AZ"""' .x.+ ... +TXX[n] .x. co c co co co (9.2) 

and in a similar way, all those deviation parameters depending on two 

variables are written as polynomials of the order nMn, for instance: 

5 5 s 2 5 n 
= TXXO +TXXl .x.+TXX2 .x.+ ... +TXX(n] .x. (9.3) c co co co 

s s 2 s n 
+TXX[n+l]c.yb+TXX[n+2]c.yb+ ... +TXX[2n]c.yb+. 

s 5 2 s n 
.. +TXX[2n+l]c·"b·Yb+TXX(2n+2]c.xb.yb+ ... +TXX(3n]c·~·Yb+. 

s n s n 2 
.. +TXX[n(n+l}+l]c·"b·Yb+TXX[n(n+l}+2]c.xb.yb+. 

s n n 
.. +TXX(n(n+2}]c·"b·Yb 

Proceeding in a way as discussed in Chapters 2-4, and taking the 

TUE-CMM again as an example, the relative deviation parameters in the 

base frame can be deduced, for instance: 

n g.s,t 

óT~{x.} = \ {( \ TXX(j]i+[Z +Z +Z ].RYX(j]1}-[Y +Y ].RZX(j]g}.xbj 
~ o L L c y z p c y z c 

j=l i 
n {9.4) 

Now, fitting the measurement data, reveals the significant terms (x~) 
in the polynomials and the values of the associated constants 
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9.1.2 Data fitting using the stepwise regression procedure. 

Consider a polynomial deviation function p(x) of the order m: 

m 

p(x) = l f3j.xj 

j::O 

(9. 5) 

which depends on the single independent variabie x. This ordinary 

polynomial describes the general trend in a deviation. However, the 

monitored deviations often showed capricieus trends. Therefore, in 

order to obtain a realistic functional description , the so called 

piecewise polynomials (Fig.9.1) are applied. These possess t he ability 

Î deViotiOn 
poron~t~r 

r;gure 9.1• A siMp!e exoMple of do.to f itting using pieceriSe polyno
l'linOls with only o linking condit iOn. No te tho t the poly
nol'>nol pCxl is of the first order, ond poss~ses tra 
equolly distnnt knot positiOns X01 o.nd X02 respectively. 

to efficiently incorporate capricieus effects. Using the so ca l led 

truncated power function (= "+" functions) notation: 

x)Q: f{x)+ f(x) 

(9 . 6) 

x~O : f{x)+ = 0 

a general description of the piecewise po lynomials of order m, with 

equally distant knot positions Xn1<Xn2< .. . <Xnn and without continuity 

condit~ons, yields : 
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m n 

p(x) = l ~O.j.xj + l 
j:O i=l 

m 

l ~i,j.(x-Xni>! 
j:O 

(9.7) 

The presence of a specific term ~i.j.(x-Xn1 >! permits a discontinuity 

in the j-derivative at the knot position x=Xni' whereas its absence 

compels continuity in this derivative. Here, the conditions set are a 

linking of the functions and a continul ty in the first derivative at 

every single knot position, yielding: 

m n 

p(x) 2 ~O.j"xj + 2 
j:O 1=1 

m 

2 131. j. (x-Xni >! 
j=2 

(9.S) 

One specific observation (m(x)) of a certain deviation at coordinate 

position Xs can now be represented by the equation: 

m n 

l ~o.J·x~ + 2 
j:O 1=1 

m 

l ~i.j"(Xs-Xni>! +Es 
j=2 

(9.9) 

where f is the random deviation in the observation m(X) itself. The 
s s 

Eq.(9.9) contains an amount of p=(n+1).(m-2) unknown parameters~~ .. 
• J 

To obtain the values of these parameters at least k~p independent 

observations of the deviation under study must he performed . In matrix 

notation, this set of k observations can be represented as follows : 

m(X1) 1 xl 
2 n 

x1 .. x1 
2 m }( m 

(Xl-Xnl)+ .. (X1-Xn1)+ .. ( 1-Xnn)+ ~0.0 f1 

m(X2 ) 1 x2 
2 n 

x2 .. x2 
2 m m 

(X2-Xn1)+ .. (~-Xn1)+ .. (X2-Xnn)+ f3o. 1 f2 

* + 

13n,m 

m(~) 1 ~ lÇ .. ~ 2 m m 
(~-Xn1)+ .. (~-Xn1)+ .. (~-Xnn)+ fk 

or ~ = ~*ê + f. (9. 10) 

It is assumed that the mean of the random deviation is equal to zero 
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(e .g . E(f)=O) . and the associated standard deviation possesses the 
. 2 . 

identical value for each observation (e.g. Var(f)=o .~) . To obtain an 

" estimate ê of the set of parameters ~. the method of least squares is 

applied. That is. the sum of squares of the difference (~) between the 

observed value and the predicted value: 

k 

sk = 2 [m(Xj)-p(Xj)]2 

j=O 

is minimized. in matrix notation : 

minimum [eT.e] with ~ = ~- ~*~ 

(9 . 11) 

(9.13) 

" The derivative of this sum of squares with respect to the estimate ê 
yields : 

d T d " T " T T " 
~ (~ · ~> = ~ {(~- ~*ê) (~- ~ê)} = -2.~ *~ + 2 . (~ ~)*ê 
d~ d~ 

(9 . 14) 

Setting the right hand side of Eq . (9.14} equal to Q delivers the so 

called normal equations, from which the estimate can be solved: 

(9 . 15) 

Hence, the estimated regression polynomial describing the deviation 

yields : 

m n m 

;(x) = 2 PO . j'xj + 2 2 Pi.j'(x-Xni>1 (9. 16} 

j=Û i=1 j=2 

Since the trend of the deviation under study is unknown , the chosen 

polynomial description may contain an excessive number of parameters 

~i . . In order to keep the polynomials as simpleas possible . and 
• J 

since insignificant parameters hardly improve the data fit . the 
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stepwise regression procedure ([EFR69]} is chosen to obtain the set or 

significant parameters ~s· To illustrate this procedure, which is 

based on an analysis of the residues, consider a polynomial 

description of the deviation using a number of Pw parameters ~i.j 

represented by ~w· The sum of the squares of the residues is now 

defined as: 

(9.16} 

If an addltional parameter ~i is introduced, the dlfference in the 

residual sums of the squares is: 

A A A 

R{~M} - R{~M'~i} {9.17) 

The applied test criteria in the stepwise regressionprocedure is the 

so called F-value defined as: 

F p , i {9.1S) 

In the case of the stepwise regressionprocedure an initia! set of the 

most significant parameters ~i is formed . With respect to this initia! 

set, the significanee of the various parameters is obtained from the 

associated correlation matrix , in effect the normalised matrix version 

of &T~. Then one at a time the remaining parameters that agree with 

the F -value are incorporated into the set of parameters descrihing 
p 

the deviation. However after each addition of a parameter, each single 

parameter of ~he "new" set is again tested with respect to the 

F -value and possibly removed. In this way, the presence of correlated 
p 

parameters in the final set of parameters {~s) is avoided. 

Finally, an observation deviating from the trend of the other 

observations (=outlier) will highly influence the final result. In 

order to remove such outliers an adequate test criteria is defined as 

follows: 
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F . 
0,1 

AR. 
= (k-p-1) .-1 

Ri 

wi th R. 
1 

(9 . 19) 

In effect the relative influence of one observation with respect to 

the complete sum of residues is subjected to a test. If the previously 

set value of the F0 -value is exceeded, the observation in question is 

removed from the set of observation used in the regression procedure. 

9.1.3 The data fit procedure in practice. 

The method of data fitting, as discussed in the previous section. is 

incorporated in the soft~~re program ACE 1 ([SOOSS]) . A flowchart of 

the program ACE 1, containing the main features, is illustrated in 

Table 9.1 (next page). 

As an example, the results of two typical data fits will now be 

discussed. The first example shows (Fig.9.2.A, next page) the results 

of the data fit of the geometrical parameter örT~y(yb). In Fig.9.2.B 

the residues of the data fit, that is the difference between the 

measured and adjusted valueof the parameter as a function of the 

variabie yb' are shown. As can be seen the inaccuracy of this 

particular fit in general does not exceed 0.3 ~. In the second data 

fit example, the combined effects of both the geometrical and finite 

stiffness contributions in the rotational parameter öRy~x(~,yb) 

(i . e.: öR~x(~)+óRy~x(~,yb)) are illustrated (Fig.9 .3.A). Again this 

illustration shows that the TUE-cMM cannot be considered to be rigid. 

Furthermore, the associated residues are represented in Fig.9.3.B. 

Since this parameter rotates a maximum beam length of 450 mm, the 

inaccuracy of the data fit does not exceed 0.5 ~ in this particular 

case. 
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~ 
correct transla- choose a specific determime out of 

tion measurement 
---+ 

deviation parameter and -squareness para-

for rotations if read the associated data meter first if 

required file from memory {CADAQ) required 

Set order of the n 1 
Set value of the 

piecewise polyno- test criteria to 

mi al stepwise regression identify outliers 

procedure to reveal the 

set of significant para-

Set the number of meters and their va lues Set value of the 

knots in a piece- r----1 t_ test criteria to 

wise polynomial admit a parameter 

ll ll 
polynomial description of the a variety of graphical rep re-

deviation parameter for each sentations on the data fit 

seperate length interval of the deviation parameter 

Table 9.1: The general flowchart of the software program ACE 1 

(Accuracy enhancement by Compensation of Errors, part one), 

providing a data fit of the various deviation parameters. 

9.1.4 The frameworkof the numerical error correction method. 

Altogether, the developed numerical error correction methad (NECM) can 

be divided into the three phases as illustrated in Table 9.2. These 

phases are: the acquisition of the required data on the various 

deviation parameters (CADAQ), a polynomial description of these 

parameters {ACE 1), and the actual correction algorithm in the CMM 

software (ACE 2) respectively. Phases one and two have already been 

discussed at length. The third phase involves an integration of a 

simple algorithm combined with a small data base in the existing 

machine software. The function of this algorithm is to evaluate the 
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PHASE 1: 

PHASE 2: 

PHASE 3: 

CADAQ: Computer Aided Data Acquisition on therma 1 and 

geometrical Quantities 

Automated data acquisition on occuring deviation 

parameters, possibly at various measuring positions 

and/or under various thermal profiles of the CMM. 

ACE 1: Accuracy enhancement by Compensation of Errors 

(part one) 

Determination of the relevant terms and the value of 

the associated constants in the polynominal descrip-

tions for every single occuring deviation parameter 

(piecewise polynomials & st~wise regression} 
11 

ACE 2: Accuracy enhancement by Compensation of Errors 

This simple algorithm evaluates the set of polynomi

nals, descrihing each single parameter, at a position 

as measured by the CMM, foliowed by a correction of 

these coordinates according to Eq.(9.1) 

al orithm inte rated in the existin CMM software 

Table 9.2: The three phases of a numerical error correction of a CMM. 

polynomials per deviation parameter at a position as measured by the 

CMM, foliowed by a correction of these measured coordinates according 

to Eq.(9.1). Furthermore, since a difference inthermal expansion of 

the measuring scales and the measured object is corrected (linear), 

there it is essential that a temperature sensing device is interfaced 

with the computer which operates the CMM. 

Compared to other NECMs the following advantages can be noted. In 

other methods rigid body kinematics are assumed, in order to reduce 

both the required measurements and the size of the data base in the 
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actual correction program. However, this approach may not always lead 

to an adequate description for all CMM types, since mass force 

parameters are not always negligible as shown here. 

Here, the necessary time-consuming interpolation in the actual 

correction algorithm for the measured positions in between the lattice 

points is replaced by a simple evaluation of polynomials. In effect, 

in the NECM of the TUE the actual interpolation is already established 

in phase 2 (=ACE 1). 

Finally, the possibility is available to include additional thermal 

parameters (Chapter 3) into the NECM bestdes those descrihing the 

linear thermal expansions. 

9.2 A typical example of numerical error correction in practice. 

The NECM developed has been applied to the TUE-cMM. In this correction 

all the geometrical as well as the mass force parameters of the 

kinematic component chain of the CMM are included. As far as the 

thermal behaviour is concerned, first the expansions of both the 

component measuring scales and measuring object were dealtwithand 

assumed to behave in a linear manner. Furthermore, it should be noted 

that no corrections are made with respect to the probe system related 

deviations. In order to reveal the impravement in the performance of 

the TUE-CMM, an acceptance test as for numerically corrected CMMs 

(Sect.S.3) was executed under two conditions: one without correction 

(u) and the other with correction (c). The results of the associated 

slip gauge measurements (lengths: 500 and 800 mm) are illustrated in 

Fig.9.4 for both cases. The impravement ratio (I1 , i=lD,2D,3D) based 

on 95% probability will now be defined as: 

{ldLno corrl}maximal observed 

{ldLcorrl}maximal observed 

(9.20) 

In Fig.9.4 the results are arranged in order of the dimension of the 

slip gauge measurement. The impravement in the performance of the 

TUE-CMM due to the NECM is clearly visible, and the relative 

impravement factors based on these test measurements are obtained as 

I 10< 1, r20~ 2, and r30~ 3 respectively. 
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fiqure 9.4.A: 

lhe resulls cl !he 800 mm slip gauge 
meosurements, the impravement ratias 
per dimeosion (lu/cl) ore: 

30: t4 
20: 1.6 
10: 1.5 

The maximol observed volues of bolh 
the uncorrected (u) ond correcled ( c) 
inoccurocy limits ore iHustraled. 

• : lhe average of ten observotions 
wilhout correction 

o : the average of ten observotions 
with correction 

I : uncertointy of lhe overoge (2S-volue) 

As far as the volumetrie measuring accuracy of the CMM itself is 

concerned it can be seen from, Fig.9.4 that all uncorrected 

measurements are accurate to within ~ 12 ~. and all corrected 

measurements are accurate to within ~ 4 ~. so an overall improvement 

ratio of a factor 3 is established. 

The observed volumetrie accuracy limit of the corrected TUE-cMM is as 

expected, since. consiclering the accuracy limitsof the measuring 

instruments employed (Table 7 .2) as 2S-values, and substituting these 

values into Eq.(8.7) (=30-uncertainty). one obtains 2.s30[L]~ 3.5 ~m . 

ln .effect , the accuracy of the measuring instruments employed to 

determine the various parameters, dictates the attainable volumetrie 

measur'ing accuracy of the corrected CMM. 
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rnAPTER 10: OONU.USIONS. 

Finally the main features of the research presented in this thesis 

will now be briefly summarised. 

In general three deviation sourees affect the static behaviour of the 

kinematic component chain of a CMM. In order to describe the e'rrects 

of these sourees the . following models are developed: the geometrie 

model, the mass force model.· and the thermal model respectively . In 

practice these models, which describe the static behaviour of the CMM 

with respect to its volumetrie measuring accuracy, are proved to 

represent the real ,situation. It is revealed that the commonly used 

assumption of rigid body kinematics is not always valid for all of 

current types ofCMM. Also it is shown that, bestdes the thermal 

dependencies of the measuring systems, the thermal deformations of the 

kinematic components of a CMM may influence its volumetrie measuring 

accuracy. This souree of deviation is especially applicable in the 

case of CMMs situated in environments that suffer large thermal 

-fluctuations. Furthermore, in oder to complete the théoretical model 

of the static behaviour of the CMM as a whole, the basic types of 

probe systems (SPS and MPS) are incorporated in· the general model. 

The extensively used semi continuous measuring method, involving 

measuring instruments used for data acquisition on the geometrical 

quantities of the CMM, is automated . Also, the data acquisition of the 

characteri-stic thermal quant i ties of the CMM is discussed extensively, 

and incorporated in the automated measurement set-up. 

The test objects subject (discrete measuring method} is restricted to 

slip gauge measurements . However, the possibilities of test objects in 

the context of this thesis, that is their use in acceptance tests and 

periodic calibration, is discussed . The practical realisation of this 

part of the research is yet to be accomplished. At the moment the 

Metrology Laberatory of the Eindhoven University of Technorogy is 

involved in this specific task. · 

Based on the theoretica! models and measurement procedures, a 

practical quality control system is developed with which to monitor 
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the performance of the CMM with respect to its volumetrie measuring 

accuracy. As a result an alternative draft of the current machine 

specifications is proposedon a more structured basis. The quality 

control system consists of an acceptance test at delivery, foliowed by 

regular periodic calibrations afterwards. At the moment, this specific 

quality control system is in use at Volvo Car BV (NL) to monitor the 

state of over twenty CMMs. 

Furthermore, a simple and practical numerical error correction method 

is developed. This proofs to be a relatively inexpensive way to effect 

a considerable improvement in the performance of CMMs (overall 

improvement ratio= 3). The error correction method is basedon the 

models developed to describe the static behaviour of the CMM, 

therefore it indirectly confirms the validity of these models. In 

order to describe the various deviation parameters of the numerical 

error correction method as a continuous item, a specific data fitting 

method is developed based on piecewise polynomials and stepwise 

regression procedures. Here it should be noted that the obtained 

improvement in the volumetrie accuracy of the TUE-cMM can be certainly 

further increased by employing more aècurate measuring instruments, 

especially with respect to both the rotation and out of ·squareness 

measurements. 

As far as the dynamic performance of a CMM is concerned, both the 

internal and external dynamic deviatiÖn sourees are discussed. That is 

the effects of environmental vibrations, and the effects induced by 

the accelerations of the machine components are considered. Also the 

results of the modal analysis performed on the TUE-cMM are presented. 

Finally, an estimation of the effects of the vibrations emanating from 

the surroundings of the CMM is presented. 

Regarding the results obtained in this research, it is recommended 

that similar research is carried out into the performance of a more 

complex production machine, i.e. a machining centre. Here the cutting 

force should be introducedas an additional variable. In this case, it 

is predicted that the thermal dependencies will play a more important 

role (compared to CMMs} due to the heat developed while machining. 
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APPENDIX A: MATIERS mNCERNING TIIE GEOMETRie MODEL. 

~ Homogeneaus transforms. 

A homogeneaus transfarm is a 4x4 matrix and can represent translation, 

rotation, stretching and perspective transformations. Here, only 

translation and rotation transformations will be considered. The 

transformation matrix corresponding to a translation by a vector 

(a,b,c) is: 

Trans(a,b,c) 
[

1 0 0 al 
= 0 1 0 b 

0 0 1 c 

0 0 0 1 

and the transformation matrices corresponding to a rotatien about the 

x-, y- and z-axis respectively by an angle a are: 

Rot{x.a) 

Rot(z,8) 

[ 
~ ~a -~a ~ ]· Rot{y,e) 
o sa ca o 
0 0 0 1 

[

ca -sa o o l 
se ca o o 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

[

ca o sa o l 
0 1 0 0 

-sa o ca o 
0 0 0 1 

where the abbreviations sina=Se and cos9=C9 are used. 

{A1.2) 

As an example consider a transformation consisting of, in sequence, a 

rotatien about the y-axis, a rotatien about the z-axis both by an 

angle of ninety degrees and a translation by a vector {4,-3,7): 

(A1.3) 
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[ ~~~-:]IE[~~~ ~]IE[~-~~~] [~ ~ ~-:] 
0 0 1 7 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 7 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Given a point (7,3,2,1), its transform is obtained as: 

[ :] =[~~~-:]IE[:] 10 -1 0 0 0 2 

1 0 0 0 1 1 

(A1.4) 

which is illustrated in Fig .A.l. The elementsof the homogeneaus 

transform ~S can also be interpreted as four veetors descrihing a 

coordinate frame ~ with respect to the base frame~- The transform 

(4,-3,0,1) of the null vector (0,0,0,1) lies at the origin of frameS 

and corresponds to the right hand column of the transformation 

matrix ~6. The fourth coordinate of a vector in homogeneaus coordinate 

representation is a sealing factor and is hereset to 1. As 

illustrated in Fig.A.2, the transfarms of the unit veetors of frame~ 

f91e U zb ~ 

(5,1,1~1) lhe ~lllSfoomlill of Ye 
1he ~IJisfon;:s olllle 

poitt (7,3.21) illo llle unill\ielcn ol i1rne J, 
peilt (~~10,1) by !Ie- llli:ll foon llle ~ane &. 
C11tiiqlhe~ol 
lrrmlams: 
Ro~~90,, lb 

Ro y,90'). atd 
Troo~l.-ln 
r~~ 

'b 

are respectively (4,-2,7,1), (4,-3,8,1) and (5,-3,7,1). Subtracting 

the transform of the null vector from these veetors delivers the unit 

veetors of frame I!, that is the veetors (0,1,0,0), (0,0 , 1,0) and 

(1,0,0,0) repectively. These vectors_correspond to the first three 

columns of the transformation matrix~&. The fourth coordinates of the 

unit veetors are zero, therefore they represent veetors at infinity 
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'b 

r't'eu 
lbc ~wlamtd !!tl~ 
!0=(W~l)ilk 
mt S,111dlhe 
aÎjidl!tkt 
! 1=(7,l,2,1) ~ lhe 
t~me I . 

'I 
Yt U fJ 1c 

~~~H' 
't ,r.,\ 

' d 

J 

'I 

~ 
lb! ~-·.~.crcl 
& desabed by lhe 
illllsfams: 
ft• Trrm(4,-~~. 
C!: Ro~y,OOj, !lid 

Yb U: Rol(~ 
mr-ctii!!Jfarilld 
of dmntss lh! ~anes 
f, ! , crclht<!olll 
l<!'O"OfliJ~Ilü 
aipl! are al tWCdenl 

and are only used to represent a direction. The transformation 

matrix~& thus describes the three axes directions and the position of 

the origin of frame & rotated and translated away from the base 

frame ~ - When a certain vector x is transformed, yielding : 
-e 

(A1.5) 

then the original vector ~e can be considered as a vector described in 

frame &, whereas the transformed vector~ is the samevector 

described with respect to the base frame~ (Fig.A .3). 

The transform ~& consists of a sequence of three transformations: 

(A1.6) 

thereby defining the frames~. ~ and &, as illustrated in Fig.A.4. 

Each single transform describes a certain frame with respect toa 

frame numbered consecutively lower in the sequence. 

In genera! , if a transform representing a frame' is postmul tiplied by a 

second transformation descrihing a rotation andlor translation, then 

that rotation andlor translation is being made with respect to the 

frame axes described by the first transformation. In case t he frame 

transformation is premultiplied by a transformation representing a 

rotation and/or translation , then that rotation andlor translation is 

made with respect to the base frame . 
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A.2 Measurements todetermine the geometrie parameters (continued). 

LINEARITY MEASUREMENTS: 

Proceeding in a similar way as discussed in Sect.2.3 . 1, the relations 

for the y- and z- linearity measurements are: 

oTym1(Ym) = öT~y(yb)-~m·~(yb)-óT~y(Ybm)+~.ó~y(Ybm) 
oTzmz(zm) = öT~z(~) 

Performing measurements at the two comparator positions yields: 

In case the origins of frames ~ and ~ coincide (measuring 

position m=b). the following equations are valid: 

Otrr OF STRAIGIITNESS AND Otrr OF SQUARENESS MEASUREMENTS: 

(A2. 1) 

(A2.2) 

(A2 .3) 

Consider the xm-ym-plane. The y-out of straightness measurement of the 

xm-axis and the x-out of straightness measurement of the ym-axis 

respectivily are, due to the measurement method, given by: 

óTy x(x )-dR7_ .x = dT~b(~ +x .Yb +dR7 .. x ,7. -dRYb .x ) m m ·om m · bm m m ·-bm m om m m 

oTxy(y }+dR7 .. y =dT_,g(X. -dR7_ .y ,Yb+y ,7. +dRX .. y) m m ·om m o ··bm ·om m m mom ··om m 

-dT~(~m.Ybm'~m) 

Using Eq . (2.20) together wfth Eq.(2.23) and a first order 

approximation, yields: 
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óTymx(xm)-dR~m.xm = órT~x{~)-~m·ó~x{~)+~.xm 

-órT~x(~m)+~m·ó~x{~m) 

óTxmy(ym)+dR~m-Ym = órT~y{yb)+~m.óR~y{yb)-órT~y(Ybm) 

-~m.óR~y(Ybm)+[~-óR~x{~m)J.ym 

(A2.5) 

The following rotational deviations can be determined by performing 

out of straightness measurements at different~ -levels with a 
~m . 

constant alignment: 

d~2=dR~1 and xb2=~1=o: o~x(~) =-[óTy2x(xm)-oTy1x(xm)]/[~2-~1 J 
(A2.6) 

dR~2=dR~l' Xb2=~1 and yb2=Ybl=O: 

óR~y(yb) = [oT~{ym)-óTxly(ym)]/[~2-~1] 

Writing the measured out of straightness deviation as an addition of a 

first order regression and its residue, gives: 

ó Ty x(x ) = ó T~bx(~ )-~ .ó ~~x(~ )-ó T~bx(~ )+L .ó ~~x(Xb ) r m m r o ~m r·~ o r ··bm ~m r'~ m 

ó Tx y(y ) = ó T~y(yb}+~ .ó R~by(yb}-ó T~y(Yb )-7_ .ó R~by(Yb ) r m m r ~ ~m r r ~ m ~m r m 

~m =-~m+ólTymx = ~x-~m.ól~x 
~m = d~m+ó1Txmy = ~y+~m.ó1R~y-óR~~{~m) (A2.7) 

am = axm+aym = ~-~m-[o1R{x-o1R~y]-óR~x(~m) 

If the origins of frames ~ and A coincide, these equations reduce to: 

(A2.8) 
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In a similar way the relations for the xm-zm-plane can be derived as: 

ö Tz x(x ) = ö T~gx(~ )+Yb .ö D~x(xb)-ö Tzgbx(~ )-Yb .ö D~x(Xb ) r m m r o o m r'~ · r --bm m r'~ m 

ö Tx z{z ) = ö T~z(zb)-ö T~z(zb ) r m m r ~ r ~ m 

~m = ~+Ybm.ö1R{x+öR~x(~m)+öR~y(Ybm) {A2.9) 

ROTATIONAL MEASUREMENTS: 

Consider for example the roll measurement of x -axis, given by: 
m 

- - -öRx x(x ) = dRx x(x )-dRx x(O} m m m m m 

(A2. 10) 

{A2 . 1l) 

= dR{(~m+xm,Ybm+d~m·xm.~m-dRYbm"xm) - dR{{Xbm'ybm'~m) 

In first order approximation, using Eq.(2.19} with Eq.(2.21) , and with 

x =(x ,0,0,1}, yields: 
-m m 

{A2 . 12} 

In an analogous manner the next equations are obtained: 

(A2. 13) 
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APPENDIX B: MATIERS a>NCERNING THE MASS FORCE MODEL. 

~ The stiffness parameters . 

Deducing the parameters , descrihing the mass force deviations in base 

coordinates , in a manner as discussed in Sect.3 .3 yields : 

öT~bx(~) = óTxgx(~ )+[Z +Z +Z ).öR~x{~ )-[Y +Y ) . öRzgx{~) 
b c b y z p c b y z . c b 

+óTxsx(~ ,Yb )+[Z +Z +Z ) . öRy5x(~ ,Yb } c b 0 y z p c b 0 

öT~by(yb) · = óT~y(yb)+[Z +Z ).óR~y(yb)-Y . öRzgy(yb) (Bl.la} c z p c z c 

+6Tx5 x(Xb ,yb)+[Z +Z +Z ).öRy5 x(K ,yb) c o y z p c ·oo 

öT~z(zb) = 6Tx~z(~)+ZP . öR~z(~) 

= öTygx(xb)-[Z +Z +Z ) . öRxgx(xb)+[X +X ) . 6Rzgx(xb) c y z p c . y z c 

-[Z +Z +Z ).6Rx5x(~ .Yb ) y z p c b 0 

öTy~y(yb) = óTygy(yb)-[Z +Z ] . [ö~y(yb}+öRxsy(yb)]+X .öRzgy(yb) c z p c c z c 
b s s 

+öTycx(yb)+öTycy(yb)+öTycx{yb) 
b s b -[Z +Z +Z ) . [öRx x(yb)+öRx x(O,yb)] (Bl . l ) y z p c c 

= öTygz(zb)-Z . öRxgz(~) 
c p c b 

= öTzgx(xb)+[Y +Y ] . ó~x(~ )-[X +X J . öR~x(xb) c y z c b y z c 
s s s 

+óTz x(~ ,Yb )+[Y +Y ].óRx x(xb ,Yb )-[X +X ) .öRy x(xb.Yb ) c b 0 y z c 0 y z c 0 

= öTzgy(yb)+Y . [ö~y(yb}+6Rx5y(yb))-X . 6Rygy(yb)+6Tzbx(yb) c z c c z c c 
s s b s +óTz y(yb)+öTz x(Xb ,yb)+[Y +Y ) . [6Rx x(yb)+öRx x(Xb ,yb)) c c 0 y z c c 0 

-[Xy+Xz).óRy~x(Xbo'yb) 

öTz~z(xb) = öTz~z(zb) 

6Ri~j(jb) = öRi~j(jb). i,j =x , y or zand i , j ~ x .x . x,y, y .x. y ,y 

öRx~x(xb) = ö~x(xb)+öRx~x("b , Yb0 ) 
g ~2: b s . s 

öRxby(yb) = ö~y(yb)+öRxcx(yb)+öRxcx(Xbo'yb)+öRxcx(yb) 
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öR~x(~) = öR~x(~)+öRy~x(xb,Ybo) 

öR~y{yb) = öR~y(yb)+öRy~x(Xb0 .yb) 

~x= ö1T* 
~y = ö 1T~y-dR~x(O) 

~x= ö1T{x 

~z = ö 1T~z+dR~x(O)+dRy~x(O,O)+dR~{O) 

~~y = ö 1T~y+d~x(O)+dRx~x(O,O) ~~ = ~~y+~~z 
~gbz = ö 1Tygbz-d~x(O)-dRx5x(O,O)-d~(O)-dRx5y(O)-dRxbx(O) c c c c c 

s s s 
öT~x(~,Yb1 ) = öTxcx(~.Yb1 )-öTxcx{~.Yb0 ) 

+[Z +Z +Z ].[öRy5x(~ ,Yb1 )-öRy5x{~ .Yb )] yzp CD CD 0 

s s s 
öTzbx(~,Ybi) = öTzcx{~.Yb1 )-öTzcx{~.Yb0 ) 

s s 
+[Yy+Y2+Ybi].[öRxcx(~.Ybi)-öRxcx(xb.Yb0)] 

-[XY+X2].[öRy~x{~ .Yb1 )-öRy~x(~.Yb0)] 

Herein, the relationships of Eq.{Bl.l) represent the common 

geometrical parameters, and those of Eq.{Bl.2) represent the 

additional stiffness parameters. 

B.2 Measurements to determine the additional stiffness parameters . 

If the common geometrie parameters are determined in a measuring frame 

that coincides with the selected base frame, the relationships as 

stated in Sect.2.3.1 and App.A.2 are valid. When the measuring frame 
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is randomly positioned in the measuring volume of the CMM , t he 

stiffness parameters may be involved and the measurements should be 

compensated for the associated effects. 

The relationships for the additional stiffness parameters can be 

derived, in a way similar to the methods used in Sect.2 . 3 . 1 . Here only 

the final relationships are presented . For instance, the linearity 

stiffness parameter of the x-component can be determined through 

measurements at different y-positions (i.e. y=Ybi: measuring position 

m=i, and Yb0 =0: measuring position m=b), provided certain conditions 

concerning the position of the measuring frame are fulfilled, 

yielding: 

(B2.1) 

Also the additional out of straightness stiffness parameter of the 

x-component and the related out of squa reness parameter can be 

determined by executing the required measurements at differen t 

y-positi ons: 

Finally, the additional rotational measurements yield: 

(B2.3) 
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APPENDIX c: MATIERS <X>NCERNING THE THERMAL MODEL 

~ The thermal parameters. 

Deducing the parameters, descrihing the thermal deviations in base 

coordinates, in a manner as discussed in Sect.4.2 yields: 

öT{x(xb' Txr'GZxr) = óT~x(~)+óTx~x(~, Txr)-[Yy+Yz). óRz~x(~) 
+[Z +Z +Z ].[óR~x(~ )+óRytx(~ ,GZ )] (Cl. la) 

y z p c o c o xr 

óT~y(yb) = óT~y(yb)+[Z +Z ].óR~y(yb)-Y .c5Rzgy(yb) ~ c z p c z c 

öT{z(~) = öT~z(~)+Zp.óR~z(~) 

óT~bx(~) = öT~x(~ )-[Z +Z +Z ].ó~x(xb)+[X +X J.óRzgx(~) 
D C D y Z p C y Z C D 

óT~by(yb,T ,GZ ) = óTygy(yb)+óTyty(yb,T )+X .óRzyc(yb) yr yr c c yr z c 

-[Z +Z ].[ó~y(yb)+öRxty(yb,GZ )] (Cl.lb) z p c c yr 

óT~z(~) = óT~z(~)-ZP.ó~z(~) 

óT~x ( ~, GZxr) = óTzgx(~ )+óTztx(~ .GZ )+[Y +Y ].ö~x(~) 
c D c D xr y Z c D 

-[X +X ].[óRygx(~ )+óRytx(~ ,GZ )] 
y z c o c o xr 

= öTzgy(yb)+óTzty(yb,GZ ) c c yr 

+Y .[ó~y(yb)+óRxty(yb,GZ )]-X .öR~y(yb) z c c yr z c 

= öTzgz(zb)+óTztz(~ ,T ) 
c c o zr 

öRi~j(jb) = öRi~j(jb)' i,j =x, y or zand i,j ~ x,y, y,x 

öRy{(~,GZxr) = öRyx~(~)+óRyx~(xb,GZxr) (Cl.ld) 

ö~(yb,GZyr) = óRyx~(yb)+óRyx~(yb,GZyr) 

c{x = ö 1Ty~x 

c{y = ö 1T{y-dRz~x(O) 

c{ = c{x+c{y 

~x(GZxr) = ö 1Tz~x+c5 1Tz~x(Gxr) 
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~bz(GZ ) = ö 1T~bz+dR~x(O)+dR~x(O)+dRytx(O,GZ ) 
Xï C C C Xï 

~b(GZ ) = ~bx(GZ )+~bz(GZ ) 
Xî Xî Xî 

~~y(GZY1 ) = ö 1T~y+ö1T~y(GZyr)+dRx~x(O) 
~bz(GZ ) = ö 1T~bz+ö1Tybtz(GZ }-d~x(O)-~y(O)-dRxty(O,GZ ) yr yr c c c yr 

~g(GZ ) = ~gy(GZ )~gz(GZ ) b yr b yr b yr 
t t t 

óT"l,x("b.Txi) = öTxcx(xb.Tx1 )-óTxcx(~,Txr) 
t t t óTz. x(x. ,GZ 1) = óTz x(x. ,GZ 1)-óTz x(x. ,GZ ) o o x c . o x c o xr 

t t t a 
óTyby(yb,Tyi) = óTycy(yb,Tyi)-óTycy(yb,Tyr) {C1.2) 

t t t 
óT~y(yb,GZy1 ) = óTzcy(yb,GZy1)-óTzcy(yb,GZyr) 

t t t 
óT~z(~,T21 ) = óTzcz(~,T21 )-óTzcz(~,T2r) 

Herein, the relationships of Eq.(Cl.l} represent the common 

geometrical parameters, and those of Eq.(C1.2) represent the 

additional thermal parameters 

C.2 Measurements to determine the additional thermal parameters. 

Let all the necessary measurements be executed in a measuring frame 

that coincides with the selected base frame (m=b}. The common 

geometrical parameters are determined while the CMM possesses its 

reference temperature profile. This should be verified by monitoring 
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the characteristic thermal variables. 

The measurements of the thermal x- and y-linearity parameters are 

disturbed by contributions of thermal rotational parameters, and for 

these effects a correction must be made . Here, only the final 

relationships of the complete set of thermal parameters are given: 

-
= öT~x(~.Txi'GZxi}- óTxbx(~.Txr•GZxr) -+[Z +Z +Z ].[óRybx(xb,GZ 1) - óRybx(~ .GZ )] y z p x 1> xr 

- -
= öTyby(yb,Tyi'GZyi) - óTyby(yb.Tyr'GZyr) 

- --[Z +Z J.[óRY:y(yb,GZ .) - óR~y(yb,GZ )] z p ·-o y1 ·-o yr 

t - -
óT~z(~.Tz1 ) = öT~z(~.Tzi) - öT~z(~.Tzr) 

t - -
órTzbx(~,GZxi) = órT~x(~.GZxi) - órT~x(~.GZxr) (C2.1) 

t - -
~b(GZxi) = ~b(GZxi) - ~b(GZxr) 

t - -
ó Tzby(yb,GZ .) = ó T~y(yb,GZ .) - ó Tzby(yb,GZ ) r y1 r 1> y1 r yr 

t - -
~b(GZi) = ~b{GZyi) - ~b(GZyr) 

t -
óRybx(xb,GZxi) = óRybx(~,GZxi) - óRybx(~.GZxr) 

-
ó~y(yb,GZyi) - ó~y(yb,GZyr) 

In the case the measuring frame is nat positioned in the base frame, 

additional parameters may be involved in the measurement and an 

adequate correction should be made for their effects. 
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LIST OF FREQUENTLY USED SYMBOLS. 

1 -DEVIATION PARAMETER modelled: aBcj~(~) measured : aBc .dk(e) . 
J -

LIN. REGRESSION CONSTANT: modelled : i 
a 1Bcjdk measured: a1Bcjdk(~) 

OUT OF SQUAREN. CONSTANT: mode 11 ed: x i measured: 
-i 

j Àj 

DEVIATION VECTOR 

<X>MPONENT TRANSFORM 

CHA IN TRANSFORM 

DIFF. <X>MP. TRANSFORM 

DIFF. CHAIN TRANSFORM 

CHARACTER: 

a: kind of deviat ion 

B: type of deviation 

c: deviating direction 

i deal : 
i, 

actual : * i ~.dk(e) ~ .dk(e) J- - J- -

i deal: i actual : * i. ~ . k(e) ~ . k(e) ;-. - ;-. -

i, 
~ . k(e) 

.f, -

d = absolute, and 6 = relative 

T = translation, and R = rotatien 

x, y. or z (= direction of translation or 

axis of rotation) 

d: kinematic component x, y, z. or ~ 

e : independable variable: measured position coordinat es ~· component 

position coordinates ~· thermal profile 

variables t (characteristic temperatures 
-p 

t 1,and characteristic vertical thermal 

gradients gi). and probe position 

coordinates x or prohing direction ~.~ -p 



:>-.: plane in question :>-.=a: x-y-plane, À=~= x-z-plane and 

À='Y: y-z-plane 

~: homogeneaus transform matrix (4X4) 

INDICES: 

superscript: 

i: deviation souree 

subscript: 

j: reference frame 

k: type of chain 

g = geometry, b =hearing, s = stiffness 

structure, t = thermal, c = combined 

(Chapter 3: c=g+b+s, Chapter 4: c=g+t). and 

a= all 

: c component frame, b = base frame, and 

d different base frame 

k kinematic component chain, p = probe 

system chain, and r = resulting chain 

(r=k+p; special case: m = misalignment 

factor) 



SAMENV ATIING. 

Onderwerp van studie is het gedrag van driedimensionale meetmachines 

(3DM) met betrekking tot de meetonnauwkeurigheid. Drie aspecten treden 

hierbij op de voorgrond: machinekalibratie, kwaliteitsbewaking en 

softwarematige foutencorrectie. 

De doelstelling van een 3DM is om van een object een breed scala aan 

macroscopische geometrische grootheden te meten, op een flexibele en 

vaak geautomatiseerde wijze. Deze metingen vinden plaats door 

aantasting van karakteristieke punten op het objectoppervlak. 

Overeenkomstig deze formele doelstelling dient te worden onderzocht in 

welke mate de te meten grootheid door de meetuitkomst wordt benaderd. 

Een 3DM bestaat uit een samenstel van meerdere kinematische elementen 

en een tastersysteem. Het geconstrueerde model voor het statische 

gedrag van de 3DM beschrijft de afwijkingen geïntroduceerd door de 

geometrische onnauwkeurigheid, de eindige statische stijfheid en de 

thermische vervormingen van de diverse machine-elementen . Gezien het 

complexe kinematische karakter van het geheel, is gekozen voor een 

beschrijving op basis van homogene coordinatentransformaties . 

Uitgaande van dit model is een algemeen toepasbare softwarematige 

foutencorrectie ontwikkeld. Hierin worden de systematische componenten 

van de volumetrische meetonnauwkeurigheid m.b.v. stuksgewijze 

polynomen gecorrigeerd. Het daadwerkelijke correctie algorithme kan op 

een eenvoudige wijze in de bestaande meetmachinesoftware worden 

geïmplementeerd. 

Met betrekking tot het dynamische gedrag van de 3DM constructie, 

worden zowel de interne als de externe dynamische afwijkingen 

besproken. Dat wil zeggen, de effecten van de trillingen vanuit de 

omgeving van de 3DM en de effecten geïntroduceerd door de 

versnellingen van machine delen worden beschouwd. 

Voor de volumetrische meetnauwkeurigheid van de 3DM zijn, op basis van 

de geponeerde modellen, algemene machinespecificaties geformuleerd. 

Uitgaande van deze specificaties, is een kwaliteitsbewakingssysteem 



ontwikkeld. Dit systeem omvat als eerste een uitgebreide 

kalibratietest (afname) van de 3DM gevolgd door periodieke controles. 

Ter bepaling van de statische afwijkingen zijn twee meetmethodieken 

onderzocht c .q. ontwikkeld. Een methode, welke geheel is 

geautomatiseerd, omvat de toepassing van meetinstrumenten zoals 

laserinterferometer , elektronisch waterpas en autocollimator. Bij de 

tweede methode worden de afwijkingen door de 3DM zelf bepaald middels 

al dan niet gekalibreerde testobjecten ( = meetobject) . 

De dynamische afwijkingen zijn tenslotte middels modale analyse 

geverifieerd. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift van 
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1. De door K. Busch gehanteerde starre lichaam kinematica kan 

aanleiding geven tot aanzienlijke afwijkingen in de beschrijving 

van de volumetrische nauwkeurigheid van driedimensionale 

meetmachines. 

K. Busch Pree. Eng. I. na 3 {1985} 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 8 

2 . De mogelijkheden van eenvoudige testobjecten dienen binnen het 

kader van afnameprocedures van driedimensionale meetmachines te 

worden onderzocht, als alternatief voor geometrie metingen. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7. 

3. De resultaten van de internationale vergelijkingstests voor 

geometrische dataverwerkings-pakketten maakt een 

kwaliteitscontrole in deze onvermijdelijk als onderdeel van 

afnameprocedures van driedimensionale meetmachines. 

C. Porta, F . Wäldele BCR information, Report EUR 10909 en (1986} 

4. Het verdient aanbeveling op een analoge wijze als voor de 

driedimensionale meetmachines een kwaliteitscontrolesystem voor 

CNC-bewerkingsmachines betreffende de produktienauwkeurigheid te 

ontwikkelen, waarbij de temperatuur en bewerkingskrachten als 

additionele ingangsgrootheden dienen te worden beschouwd. 

Dit proefschrift , hoofdstuk 10. 



5 . Het grote aantal ruwheidsparameters. dat momenteel beschikbaar is 

om een oppervlakte te karakteriseren, is niet het resultaat van 

diepgaand wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar het functionele gedrag 

van oppervlakken. 

D. J . Whitehouse Wear, 83 {1982) 

6 . De absolute meetnauwkeurigheid van laserinterferometers kan 

aanzienlijk worden verbeterd door deze te voorzien van een 

gekoppelde absolute refractometer. 

P.H. J. Schellekens Proefschrift T.U. Eindhoven (1986) 

7. Toepassing van laserinterferometers als nauwkeurige meetsystemen 

in precisie bewerkingsmachines is niet zinvol zonder gelijktijdige 

direkte absolute meting van de brekingsindex van lucht . 

R. Muit Intern rapport T.U. Eindhoven W, WPA 0557 (1988} 

8. De eenheid van onderzoek en onderwijs wenselijk in een 

universitaire opleiding, . is in de huidige financiële struktuur 

nauwelijks te realiseren. 

9 . De kwaliteit van het pakket stellingen te presenteren bij een 

dissertatie, hangt voor een niet onaanzienlijk deel af van de 

inventiviteit van de personen in de direkte omgeving van de . 

promovendus. 



PAGE LINE TEXT SHOULD BE REPLACED BY 

1.7 8· straightness out of straightness 

2.15 21 represent represents 

2 . 19 8 
M g W g 
~b(~.X )= ~ x(xd)* ... - -pe c 

*~~(~.X )=&~(X )w*~gx(xd)* ... - -pe -ep c 
4.4 10 öT~(~·!p):dT~(~·!p)-dT~(Q.!pr) 

öT~(~·!p):dT~(~·!p)-dT~~(Q.!pr) 
'1.5 23 the CM the CMM 

4.6 4 According [TEE86] According to [TEE86] 

5.4 14 Eq.(2.31) with ~k Eq.(2.32) with ~b 

7.1 22 3.4 and 4.3 3.3 and 4.2 

9.2 4 dTx{("b)= .. . dT{x("b)= ... 

9.2 7 dTxx~("b.yb)= ... dTx~x("b.yb)= . .. 

9.2 15 dTx{{xb)= ... dT{x("b)= ... 

10. 1 11 ofCMM of CMM 

Naw. 10 stuimen stuiten 

Naw. 18 bijgedrage bijgedragen 

(J.Teeuwsen) 



Figure 2.7 

Figure 3.1.C 

~ 
·!::! J :J.:: : ~ 

a=dRxZ1(y,) 
b=dRxZx{ycJta 
c=dRxZy(Ycl+b 

Figure 3.2.D 

In these figures as 
presented in this thesis 
the dotted l~es are 
MiSSing. 


